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Abstract
Compressed sensing is a new data acquisition paradigm enabling universal, simple, and reduced-cost acquisition, by exploiting
a sparse signal model. Most notably, recovery of the signal by computationally efficient algorithms is guaranteed for certain
randomized acquisition systems. However, there is a discrepancy between the theoretical guarantees and practical applications. In
applications, including Fourier imaging in various modalities, the measurements are acquired by inner products with vectors selected
randomly (sampled) from a frame. Currently available guarantees are derived using a so-called restricted isometry property (RIP),
which has only been shown to hold under ideal assumptions. For example, the sampling from the frame needs to be independent
and identically distributed with the uniform distribution, and the frame must be tight. In practice though, one or more of the ideal
assumptions is typically violated and none of the existing guarantees applies.
Motivated by this discrepancy, we propose two related changes in the existing framework: (i) a generalized RIP called the
restricted biorthogonality property (RBOP); and (ii) correspondingly modified versions of existing greedy pursuit algorithms,
which we call oblique pursuits. Oblique pursuits are guaranteed using the RBOP without requiring ideal assumptions; hence, the
guarantees apply to practical acquisition schemes. Numerical results show that oblique pursuits also perform competitively with,
or sometimes better than their conventional counterparts.
Index Terms
Compressed sensing, oblique projection, restricted isometry property, random matrices.
I. INTRODUCTION
A. Compressed Sensing
Many natural and man-made signals admit sparse representations [1]. Compressed sensing is a new paradigm of data
acquisition that takes advantage of this property to reduce the amount of data that needs to be acquired to recover the signal
of interest. Unlike the conventional paradigm, in which large quantities of data are acquired, often followed by compression,
compressed sensing acquires minimally redundant data directly in a universal way that does not depend on the data [2]–[4].
The model for the acquisition is formally stated as the following linear system: Let f P Kd (where K “ R or K “ C) be
the unknown signal. The measurement vector y P Km obtained by sensing matrix A P Kmˆd is
y “ Af ` w
where w P Km denotes additive noise. In the conventional paradigm, arbitrary signal f P Kd is stably reconstructed when
the rows of A constitute a frame for Kd, which requires redundant measurements (m ě d). In contrast, compressed sensing
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2aims to reconstruct signals that are (approximately) s-sparse over a dictionary D P Kdˆn (cf. [3], [5]) from compressive
measurements (m ă d). Let x P Kn be the coefficient vector of f over D such that f « Dx with x being s-sparse.1 Then,
the composition Ψ “ AD can be viewed as a sensing matrix for x that produces the measurement vector y. Once an estimate
px of x is computed, Dpx provides an estimate of the unknown signal f . Hence, we may focus on the recovery of sparse x.
In an ideal case with exact sparse signal model and noise-free measurements, if any 2s columns of Ψ are linearly independent,
the unknown s-sparse x is recovered as the unique solution to the linear system Ψx “ y [6]–[8]. In typical examples of
compressed sensing (e.g., Ψ is a matrix with independently and identically distributed (i.i.d.) Gaussian entries), this is often
achieved with m “ 2s. However, this algebraic guarantee only shows the uniqueness of the solution. Furthermore, it is only
valid in the absence of measurement noise and no error in the sparse signal model.
In practice, both computational cost of signal recovery, and its robustness against noise and model error are of interest. For
certain matrices Ψ, the unknown x is stably recovered using efficient algorithms from compressive measurements. The required
number of measurements for a stable recovery is quantified through a property of Ψ called the restricted isometry property
(RIP) [9].
Definition 1.1: The s-restricted isometry constant δspΨq of Ψ is defined as the smallest δ that satisfies
p1´ δq}x}22 ď }Ψx}22 ď p1` δq}x}22, @s-sparse x. (1.1)
Matrix Ψ satisfies the RIP of order s if δspΨq ă c for some constant c P p0, 1q. Intuitively, smaller δspΨq implies that Ψ˚Ψx is
closer to x for all s-sparse x. Although, in general, the recovery of s-sparse x from compressive measurements is NP hard even
in the noiseless case, the recovery can be accomplished efficiently (in polynomial time) and with guaranteed accuracy, when Ψ
satisfies the RIP with certain parameters (order and threshold). Such results are among the major achievements of compressed
sensing theory. For example, when δ2spΨq ă
?
2 ´ 1, the solution to an `1-norm-based convex optimization formulation
provides a good approximation of the unknown s-sparse x [10]. The approximation error in this result is guaranteed to be
small, and vanishes in the noiseless case. A computationally efficient alternative is provided by iterative greedy algorithms
[11]–[14], which exploit the RIP of Ψ to compute an approximation of x. These iterative greedy algorithms provide similar
approximation guarantees when δkspΨq ă c, where k P t2, 3, 4u and c P p0, 1q are constants specified by the algorithms.
Different applications of the RIP require different values for the parameters k and c. Henceforth, we assume that k and c are
arbitrarily fixed constants as above.
The question of feasibility of compressed sensing then reduces to determining whether, and with how many measurements,
Ψ satisfies the RIP.2 Certain random matrices Ψ P Kmˆn satisfy δspΨq ă δ with high probability when the number of
measurements m satisfies m “ Opδ´2s lnα nq for some small integer α [17]–[20]. This result, when combined with the
aforementioned RIP-based guarantees of the recovery algorithms, enables “compressive sensing” (m ă d). For example, if
Ψ satisfies the strong concentration property, that is, }Ψx}22 is highly concentrated around its expectation for all x, then
1When w is assumed arbitrary, the model error term Apf ´ Dxq can be absorbed into w. Alternatively, x can be assumed approximately sparse. We
consider the former case in this paper.
2 There also exist analyses not in terms of the RIP (e.g., [15], [16]). However, these analyses only apply to certain ideal random matrices such as an i.i.d.
Gaussian matrix, which although reasonable in models for regression problems in statistics, is rarely used in practical acquisition systems.
3δspΨq ă δ holds with m “ Opδ´2s lnpn{sqq [17]. In words, a number m of measurements that is proportional to the number
s of nonzeros, and only logarithmic in the number n of unknowns, suffices for stable and computationally efficient recovery.
This celebrated result of compressed sensing has been extended to the case where A satisfies the strong concentration property
with δspAq ă δ and D satisfies the RIP, stating that δspADq ă δspDq ` δ ` δ ¨ δspDq holds with m “ Opδ´2s lnpn{sqq [21].
Now, the RIP of D is often relatively easy to satisfy. Recall that the role of D is to provide a sparse representation of f .
Although redundant D (with n ě d) performs better in this respect, it is often the case that f is sparse over a D that is a basis
(e.g., a piecewise smooth signal f over a wavelet basis D). In this case, δspDq is easily bounded using the condition number
of D. Furthermore, if D is an orthonormal basis, then δspDq “ 0 for any s ď n. As for the strong concentration property
of A, it is satisfied by an i.i.d. Gaussian or Bernoulli matrix [17]. This has been extended recently to any matrix satisfying
the RIP with certain parameters, when postmultiplied by a random diagonal matrix of ˘1 [22]. When implementing such a
sensing system is technically feasible, it would provide a sensing matrix A that admits efficient computation [23].
However, although the aforementioned random matrix models are interesting in theory, they are rarely used in practice. In
most practical signal acquisition systems, the linear functionals used for acquiring the measurements (rows of A) are determined
by the physics of the specific modality and by design constraints of the sensor. In compressed sensing applied to these systems
[2], [24], the sensing matrix A does not follow the aforementioned random matrix models; instead its rows are i.i.d. samples
from the uniform distribution on a set that constitutes a frame in Kd.3
To describe the sensing matrix more precisely, we recall the definition of a frame [25]. We denote by L2pΩ, νq the Hilbert
space of functions defined on a compact set Ω that are square integrable with respect to a probability measure ν on Ω, and by
`d2 the d-dimensional Euclidean space.
Definition 1.2: Let µ denote the uniform probability measure on a compact set Ω. Let pφωqωPΩ be a set of vectors in Kd.
Let Φ : L2pΩ, µq Ñ `d2 be the synthesis operator associated with pφωqωPΩ defined as
Φh “
ż
Ω
φωhpωqdµpωq, @h P L2pΩ, µq, (1.2)
with its adjoint Φ˚ : `d2 Ñ L2pΩ, µq, which is the corresponding analysis operator given by
pΦ˚fqpωq “ xφω, fy, @ω P Ω, @f P `d2. (1.3)
Then, pφωqωPΩ is a frame, if the frame operator ΦΦ˚ satisfies α ď λminpΦΦ˚q ď λmaxpΦΦ˚q ď β for some positive real
numbers α and β. In particular, if the frame operator ΦΦ˚ is a scaled identity, then pφωqωPΩ is a tight frame.
Let ν be a probability measure on Ω. Let z¯ denote the complex conjugate of z P C and rms denote the set t1, . . . ,mu. The
sensing matrix A P Kmˆd is constructed from a frame pφωqωPΩ as
Ak,` “ 1?
m
pφωkq`, @k P rms, ` P rds (1.4)
3 The use of the i.i.d. sampling may end up with a repetition of the same row. However, repeating one row of A as an additional row does not increase
the RIC of A. A similar construction of A, where the rows are selected from a frame using the Bernoulli sampling, has also been studied [4], [18]. While
the Bernoulli sampling does not cause the repetition, the size of selection is no longer deterministic, i.e., it is concentrated around m with high probability.
The imperfection with these two sampling schemes becomes negligible as the size of A increases. We focus on the i.i.d. sampling scheme in this paper.
4for random indices pωkqmk“1 in Ω chosen i.i.d. with respect to ν. We call this type of matrix a random frame matrix. It is the
model for a sensing matrix of primary interest in this paper, and we will assume henceforth that A is defined by (1.4).
Random frame matrices arise in numerous applications of compressed sensing. We list a few below. For simplicity, they are
described for the 1D case.
Example 1.3: An important example of a random frame matrix is a random partial discrete Fourier transform (DFT) matrix.
Let φω fi r1, e´j2piω, . . . , e´j2pipd´1qωsT be defined for ω P Ω fi t1{d, . . . , pd ´ 1q{d, 1u. In this setup, ν : Ω Ñ r0, 1s is a
cumulative density function on Ω and dνdµ pωq denotes the probability that ω will be chosen, multiplied by d. Then, an mˆ d
random partial DFT matrix is constructed from pφωqωPΩ using ν by (1.4). The frame pφωqωPΩ in this example is a tight frame,
and supω }φω}`d8{}φω}`d2 , which will play a role in our subsequent discussion, achieves its minimum 1?d . Sensing matrix of
this kind arise in practical applications of compressed sensing such as the multi-coset sampling and spectrum-blind recovery of
multiband signals at sub-Nyquist rates [7], [26], [27].4 Similar random matrices also arise in more recent studies on compressed
sensing of analog signals [29]–[32].
Example 1.4: One author of this paper proposed the compressive acquisition of signals in Fourier imaging systems [2], [8],
[33], which is one of the works that invented the notion of compressed sensing. This idea has been applied with refinements
to various modalities such as magnetic resonance imaging (MRI) [24], [34], photo-acoustic tomography [35], radar [36], radar
imaging [37], [38], and astronomical imaging [39], etc. The sensing matrix A for compressed sensing in Fourier imaging
systems is a random partial Fourier transform matrix with continuous-valued frequencies (continuous random partial Fourier
matrix, henceforth), which is obtained similarly to the previous example. Let φω fi r1, e´j2piω, . . . , e´j2pipd´1qωsT be defined
for ω P Ω fi r´ 12 , 12 q. The frame pφωqωPΩ in this example is a continuous tight frame, and the quantity supω }φω}`d8{}φω}`d2
achieves its minimum 1?
d
.
Example 1.5: In MRI, the Fourier measurements are usually modeled as obtained from the input signal modified by pointwise
multiplication with a mask λ P Kd, representing the receiving coil sensitivity profile. Let Λ “ diagpλq denote the diagonal
matrix with the elements of λ on the diagonal. Let φω fi Λ˚r1, e´j2piω, . . . , e´j2pipd´1qωsT be defined for ω P Ω fi r´ 12 , 12 q.
If λ has no zero element, then pφωqωPΩ is a frame that spans Kd. Otherwise, pφωqωPΩ is a frame for the subspace S of Kd
spanned by the standard basis vectors corresponding to the nonzero elements of λ. In the latter case, letting the signal space
be S instead of Kd, we modify the inverse problem so that A constructed by (1.4) is a map from S to Km. Note that each
vector in the frame is multiplied from the right by Λ compared to that in Example 1.4. In this example, unless the nonzero
elements of λ have the same magnitudes, pφωqωPΩ does not satisfy the two properties coming from a Fourier system (tightness
and minimal supω }φω}`d8{}φω}`d2 ). Therefore, we do not restrict our interest to the Fourier case and consider a general frame
pφωqωPΩ.
Because random frame matrices are so ubiquitous in compressed sensing, the analysis of their RIP is of major interest.
Although random frame matrices do not satisfy the strong concentration property, other tools are available for the analysis of
their RIP. In particular, the RIP of a partial Fourier matrix has been studied using noncommutative probability theory [18],
[19]. The extension of this analysis to the RIP of a random frame matrix [20] enables handling a more general class of sensing
4This was the invention of compressed sensing of analog signals. See [28] for a survey of this early work.
5matrices. Notably, all known analyses [18]–[20], [40] focused on the case where D corresponds to an orthonormal basis.
These analyses also assumed either the exact isotropy property, EA˚A “ Id [18]–[20], or the so-called near isotropy property,
}EA˚A´ Id} “ Op 1?n q [40]. There is no alternative sufficient condition that does not require these properties. In fact though,
these RIP analyses further extend to the following Theorem 1.6 (proved in Section III), which addresses the case of Ψ “ AD,
where A is a random frame matrix and D is not necessarily an orthonormal basis, and furthermore, allows a non-vanishing
deviation from isotropy.
Theorem 1.6: Let A P Kmˆd be a random matrix constructed from a frame pφωqωPΩ by (1.4) and let D “ rd1, . . . , dns P
Kdˆn satisfy δspDq ă 1. Suppose that supω maxj |xφω, djy| ď K. Let Ψ “ AD. Then, δspΨq ă δ`}EA˚A´ Id}` δspDq`
}EA˚A´ Id}δspDq holds with high probability for m “ Opδ´2s ln4 nq.
The inequality in Theorem 1.6 indicates that δkspΨq ă c holds with high probability for m “ Ops ln4 nq if D satisfies
δkspDq ď c4 , and A satisfies }EA˚A ´ Id} ď c4 . Combined with the aforementioned RIP-based guarantees, this result again
enables compressive sensing, when the conditions given in Theorem 1.6 are satisfied.
B. Motivation: Failure of Guarantees in Practical Applications
While the RIP is essential for all existing performance guarantees for compressed sensing with random frame sensing matrices,
it turns out that this property is satisfied only under certain nonrealistic assumptions. Most notably, although compressed
sensing has been proposed to accelerate the acquisition in imaging systems [2], [4], [24] and some of the most widely studied
applications of compressed sensing to date are in such systems, the RIP has not been shown to hold for the associated sensing
matrices in a realistic setup. More specifically, }EA˚A´ Id} is not negligible, which makes even the upper bound on δspΨq
given by Theorem 1.6, which is the most relaxed condition on deviation from isotropy known to date, too conservative to be
used for RIP-based recovery guarantees.
One reason for the increase }EA˚A ´ Id} from the ideal case is the use of a nonuniform distribution in the construction
of A. In Examples 1.3 and 1.4, the sensing matrix A were constructed from i.i.d. samples from a tight frame pφωqωPΩ. In
this case, if the i.i.d. sampling is done in accordance to the uniform distribution, then EA˚A “ Id. However, in practice,
i.i.d. sampling using a nonuniform distribution is often preferred for natural signals: it is desirable to take more measurements
of lower frequency components, which contain more of the signal energy. Therefore, acquisition at frequencies sampled non-
uniformly with a variable density is preferred [24]. As a consequence, the exact isotropy property is violated. Depending on
the probability distribution, }EA˚A ´ Id} is often not negligible, and even larger than 1, which renders the upper bound on
δspΨq in Theorem 1.6 useless. Therefore, no known RIP analysis applies to Fourier imaging applications.
Another reason for the increase }EA˚A ´ Id} from the ideal case is that pφωqωPΩ is a not tight frame. As shown in
Example 1.5, even in a Fourier imaging system, pφωqωPΩ can be a non-tight frame due to the presence of a mask. Furthermore,
the application of compressed sensing is not restricted to Fourier imaging systems. The idea of compressed sensing and
recovery using sparsity also applies to other inverse problems in imaging described by non-orthogonal operators (e.g., a
Fredholm integral equations of the first kind). Optical diffusion tomography [41] is a concrete example of compressed sensing
with such a scenario. As another example, the sensing matrix that arises in compressed sensing in shift-invariant spaces [29]
6is not necessarily obtained from a tight frame.
Yet another reason for the failure of the upper bound on δspΨq in Theorem 1.6 has to do with the dictionary D. Indeed, to
achieve δspΨq ă c with m “ Ops ln4 nq, it is necessary that both }EA˚A´ Id} and δspDq are less than a certain threshold.
However, verification of this condition for δspDq is usually computationally expensive. For the special case where D has full
column rank (hence, d ě n), δspDq is easily bounded from above by }D˚D ´ In}. In particular, if D corresponds to an
orthonormal basis, then D˚D “ In, which implies δspDq “ 0. Otherwise, δspDq vanishes as D approaches an orthonormal
basis. However, it is often too restrictive to make }D˚D ´ In} less than a small threshold below 1. Moreover, without this
constraint, D can provide a better sparse representation, which is also desired for stable recovery. In particular, for a data-
adaptive D, the property that }D˚D´ In} is less than a given threshold is not guaranteed. In this all too common situation, all
known RIP analyses break down: they only provide a conservative upper bound on δspΨq, which does enable the RIP-based
recovery-guarantees.
In summary, in most practical compressed sensing applications, the effective sensing matrix Ψ “ AD may fail to satisfy the
RIP for one or more of the following reasons: the i.i.d. sampling in the construction of A does not use the uniform distribution;
the frame used in the construction of A is not tight; or the dictionary D does not have a sufficiently small restricted isometry
constant. From these observations, we conclude that none of the existing performance guarantees for recovery algorithms
applies to the aforementioned applications of compressed sensing.
C. Contributions
Recall that unlike the `1-norm-based recovery, greedy recovery algorithms were designed to exploit the property that Ψ˚Ψx «
x for sparse x, explicitly. For example, in the derivation of the CoSaMP algorithm [11], the procedure of applying Ψ˚ to
y “ Ψx for x sparse was called the computation of a “proxy” signal, which reveals the information about the locations of
nonzero elements of x. The same idea was also used for deriving other iterative greedy algorithms [12]–[14]. Indeed, if Ψ
satisfies the RIP, then the use of the (transpose of) the same matrix Ψ to compute a proxy is a promising approach. Otherwise,
one can employ a different matrix rΨ to get a better proxy rΨ˚y. The required property is that rΨ˚Ψx « x for sparse x. To
improve the recovery algorithms in this direction, we first extend the RIP to a property of a pair of matrices Ψ, rΨ P Kmˆn
called the restricted biorthogonality property (RBOP).
Definition 1.7: The s-restricted biorthogonality constant θspMq of M P Knˆn is defined as the smallest δ that satisfies
|xy,Mxy ´ xy, xy| ď δ}x}2}y}2, @s-sparse x, y with common support. (1.5)
The pair pΨ, rΨq satisfies the RBOP of order s if θsprΨ˚Ψq ă c for some constant c P p0, 1q.5 Intuitively, smaller θsprΨ˚Ψq
implies that rΨ˚Ψx becomes closer to x for all s-sparse x. In other words, any s columns of Ψ and rΨ corresponding to the
same indices behave like a biorthogonal basis. If rΨ “ Ψ, then θsprΨ˚Ψq reduces to δspΨq; hence, the RBOP of pΨ, rΨq reduces
to the RIP of Ψ.
5As in the case of the RIP, the threshold value of c for which the RBOP is said to be satisfied depends on the application.
7We then modify the greedy recovery algorithms so that the modified algorithms employ both Ψ and rΨ and, in particular,
exploit the RBOP of pΨ, rΨq to provide an approximation guarantee. In fact, modified thresholding and forward greedy algorithms
using a different matrix rΨ have been already proposed by Schnass and Vandergheynst [42]. However, our work is different from
theirs in several important respects. Schnass and Vandergheynst [42] propose to use rΨ numerically optimized to minimize a
version of the Babel function. However, although sufficient conditions given in terms of the Babel function are easily computable,
the resulting guarantees for the recovery performance are conservative. Furthermore, their numerical algorithm to design rΨ is a
heuristic, and does not provide any guarantee on the value of the Babel function achieved. In contrast, we propose an explicit
construction of rΨ so that θsprΨ˚Ψq ! 1 holds. To show the construction, we recall the definition of a biorthogonal frame that
extends the notion of a biorthogonal basis.
Definition 1.8: Let pφωqωPΩ and prφωqωPΩ be sets of vectors in Kd. Let L2pΩ, µq be as defined in Definition 1.2. Let
Φ˚ : `d2 Ñ L2pΩ, µq be the analysis operator associated to pφωqωPΩ defined in (1.3). Let rΦ : L2pΩ, µq Ñ `d2 be the synthesis
operator associated to prφωqωPΩ defined similarly to (1.2). Then, pφω, rφωqωPΩ is a biorthogonal frame if rΦΦ˚ “ Id.
Matrix rΨ is then constructed as the composition rΨ “ rA rD. We construct rA P Kmˆd from the dual frame prφωqωPΩ by
p rAqk,` “ 1?
m
„
dν
dµ
pωkq
´1
prφωkq`, @k P rms, ` P rds (1.6)
where pωkqmk“1 are the same indices as used to define the samples from pψωqωPΩ in the construction of A in (1.4). Assuming
dν
dµ pωq ą 0, then, by the construction of A and rA, it follows that the pair pA, rAq satisfies the dual isotropy property
E rA˚A “ Id.
Remark 1.9: We proposed modified greedy pursuit algorithms in Section II that use both Ψ “ AD and rΨ “ rA rD and are
guaranteed using the RBOP of pΨ, rΨq. Therefore, it is important to check whether rΨ˚ “ rD˚ rA˚ can be efficiently implemented.
The discussion on pD, rDq is deferred to the next subsections and we only discuss the computational issue with rA here. In
practice, A˚ is implemented using fast algorithms without forming a dense matrix explicitly. For example, if A is a partial
DFT matrix, then, A˚ is implemented as the fast Fourier transform (FFT) applied to the zero padded vector. Likewise, if A is a
continuous partial Fourier matrix, then, the nonuniform FFT (NUFFT) [43] can be used for fast computation. In this case, since
our construction of rA in (1.6) only involves row-wise rescaling of A by constant factors, rA˚ is also implemented using the
same fast algorithms. In the more general biorthogonal case, once the synthesis operator rA is implemented as a fast algorithm,rA˚ is also computed efficiently using the same algorithm. In fact, in many applications, the biorthogonal dual system is given
analytically. For example, if the frame pφωqωPΩ is given as a filter bank system, designing perfect reconstruction filters that
provide the corresponding biorthogonal dual frame is well studied [44]. Similar arguments apply to the analysis operator of
analytic frames such as overcomplete DCT or wavelet packets.
Regarding the construction of rD, we consider the following two cases: (i) D corresponds to a basis for Kn (d “ n); (ii)
D satisfies the RIP with certain parameter. We let rD “ DpD˚Dq´1 for the former case and rD “ D for the latter case. The
RBOP of this construction is deferred to after the exposition of new recovery algorithms.
8Now, we return to the discussion of the recovery algorithms. While Schnass and Vandergheynst [42] only replaced Ψ by rΨ
in the steps of computing a proxy in forward greedy algorithms (MP and OMP), we also replace the orthogonal projection
used in the update of the residual in OMP by a corresponding oblique projection obtained from Ψ and rΨ. Therefore, we
propose a different variation of OMP called Oblique Matching Pursuit (ObMP), which is guaranteed using the RBOP of
pΨ, rΨq. We also propose similar modifications of iterative greedy recovery algorithms and their RIP-based guarantees. The
modified algorithms are different from the original algorithms: we assign them new names, with the modifier “oblique”. For
example, SP is extended to oblique subspace pursuit (ObSP). CoSaMP, IHT, and HTP are likewise extended to ObCoSaMP,
ObIHT, ObHTP, respectively. We call these modified greedy algorithms based on the RBOP oblique pursuits. In the numerical
experiments in this paper, in scenarios where one or more of the ideal assumptions (i.i.d. sampling according to the uniform
distribution, tight frame pφωqωPΩ, or orthonormal basis D) are violated, the oblique pursuits perform better than, or at least
competitively with their conventional counterparts.
Importantly, the oblique pursuits come with RBOP-based approximation guarantees. In particular, similarly to its conventional
counterpart, each iterative oblique pursuit algorithm is guaranteed when θksprΨ˚Ψq ă c, where k P t2, 3, 4u and c P p0, 1q
are constants specified by the algorithms. The number of measurements required for the guarantees of oblique pursuits is also
similar to that required in the ideal scenario by their conventional counterparts. When combined with the subsequent RBOP
analysis of pΨ, rΨq for random frame sensing matrices, the recovery by the iterative oblique pursuit algorithms is guaranteed
with m “ Ops ln4 nq. In particular, we show that it is no longer necessary to have }EA˚A´ In} ! 1. Therefore, the obtained
guarantees apply in realistic setups of the aforementioned CS applications.
The degrees of freedom added by the freedom to design rΨ make the RBOP easier to satisfy under milder assumptions than
the RIP. In particular, with the proposed construction of rΨ, the RBOP of pΨ, rΨq holds without requiring the (near) isotropy
property of A. More specifically, depending on whether D corresponds to a basis or satisfies the RIP, the RIP analysis in
Theorem 1.6 is extended to the following theorems. Recall that we proposed different constructions of rΨ for the two cases.
Theorem 1.10: Let A, rA P Kmˆd be random matrices constructed from a biorthogonal frame pφω, rφωqωPΩ by (1.4) and
(3.22), respectively. Let D “ rd1, . . . , dns and rD P Kdˆn (d “ n) satisfy rD˚D “ Id. Let Ψ “ AD and rΨ “ rA rD. Suppose
that supω maxj |xφω, djy| ď K. Then, θsprΨ˚Ψq ă δ holds with high probability for m “ Opδ´2s ln4 nq.
Theorem 1.11: Let A, rA P Kmˆd be random matrices constructed from a biorthogonal frame pφω, rφωqωPΩ by (1.4) and (3.22),
respectively. Let D “ rd1, . . . , dns P Kdˆn satisfy δspDq ă 1 Let Ψ “ AD and rΨ “ rAD. Suppose that supω maxj |xφω, djy| ď
K. Then, θsprΨ˚Ψq ă δ ` δspDq holds with high probability for m “ Opδ´2s ln4 nq.
Note that the upper bounds on θsprΨ˚Ψq in Theorems 1.10 and 1.11 do not depend on }EA˚A´ Id}. Therefore, unlike the
RIP, which breaks down when the ideal assumptions, such as i.i.d. sampling according to the uniform distribution and tight
frame, are violated, the RBOP continues to hold even with such violations.
In summary, we introduced a new tool for the design, analysis, and performance guarantees of sparse recovery algorithms,
and illustrate its application to derive new guaranteed versions of several of the most popular recovery algorithms.
9D. Organization of the Paper
In Section II, we propose the oblique pursuit algorithms and their guarantees in terms of the RBOP. In Section III, we
elaborate the RBOP analysis of random frame matrices in various scenarios. The empirical performance of the oblique pursuit
algorithms is studied in Section IV, and we conclude the paper in Section V.
E. Notation
Symbol N is the set of natural numbers (excluding zero), and rns denotes the set t1, . . . , nu for n P N. Symbol K denotes
a scalar field, which is either the real field R or the complex field C. The vector space of d-tuples over K is denoted by Kd
for d P N. Similarly, for m,n P N, the vector space of mˆ n matrices over K is denoted by Kmˆn.
We will use various notations on a matrix A P Kmˆn. The range space spanned by the columns of A will be denoted by
RpAq. The adjoint operator of A will be denoted by A˚. This notation is also used for the adjoint of a linear operator that
is not necessarily a finite matrix. The jth column of A is denoted by aj and the submatrix of A with columns indexed by
J Ă rns is denoted by AJ . The kth row of A is denoted by ak, and the submatrix of A with rows indexed by K Ă rms is
denoted by AK . Symbol ek will denote the kth standard basis vector of Kd, where d is implicitly determined for compatibility.
The kth element of d-tuple x P Kd is denoted by pxqj . The kth largest singular value of A will be denoted by σkpAq. For
Hermitian symmetric A, λkpAq will denote the kth largest eigenvalue of A. The Frobenius norm and the spectral norm of A
are denoted by }A}F and }A}, respectively. The inner product is denoted by x¨, ¨y. The embedding Hilbert space, where the
inner product is defined, is not explicitly mentioned when it is obvious from the context. For a subspace S of Kd, matrices
PS P Kdˆd and PKS P Kdˆd denote the orthogonal projectors onto S and its orthogonal complement SK, respectively. For
J Ă rns, the coordinate projection ΠJ : Kn Ñ Kn is defined by
pΠJxqk “
$’’&’’%
pxqk if k P J
0 else.
(1.7)
Symbols P and E will denote the probability and the expectation with respect to a certain distribution. Unless otherwise
mentioned, the distribution shall be obvious from the context.
II. OBLIQUE PURSUIT ALGORITHMS
In this section, we propose modified greedy pursuit algorithms that use both Ψ and rΨ, and show that they are guaranteed by
the RBOP of pΨ, rΨq similarly to the way that the corresponding conventional pursuit algorithms are guaranteed by the RIP of
Ψ. The modified greedy pursuit algorithms will be called oblique pursuit algorithms, because they involve oblique projections
instead of the orthogonal projections in the conventional algorithms.
Recall that greedy pursuit algorithms seek an approximation of signal f that is exactly sparse over dictionary D. Let x‹ P Kn
be an s-sparse vector such that
x‹ “ arg min
xPKnt}f ´Dx}2 : }x}0 ď su.
We assume that the approximation error f ´Dx‹ is small compared to }f}2.
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The measurement vector y P Km is then given by
y “ ApDx‹q ` z
where the distortion term z includes both the approximation error Apf ´Dx‹q in modeling f as an s-sparse signal over D,
and additive noise w,
z “ Apf ´Dx‹q ` w.
Let Dpx be an estimate of f given by a greedy pursuit algorithm such that px is exactly s-sparse. Then,
}f ´Dpx}2 ď }f ´Dx‹}2 ` }Dpx‹ ´ pxq}2
ď }f ´Dx‹}2 `
a
1` δ2spDq}px´ x‹}2.
Since the first term }f ´Dx‹}2 corresponds to a fundamental limit for any greedy algorithm, we will focus in the remainder
of this section on bounding }px´ x‹}2.
To describe both the original greedy pursuit algorithms and our modifications, we recall the definition of the hard thresholding
operator that makes a given vector exactly s-sparse by zeroing the elements except the s-largest. Formally, Hs : Kn Ñ Kn is
defined by
Hspxq fi arg min
w
t}x´ w} : }w}0 ď su.
Remark 2.1: All algorithms that appear in this section extend straightforwardly to the versions that exploit the structure of
the support, a.k.a. recovery algorithms for model-based compressed sensing [45]. The only task required in this modification is
to replace the hard thresholding operator by a projection onto s-sparse vectors with supports satisfying certain structure (e.g.,
tree). The extension to model-based CS explicitly depends on the support and is only available for the greedy algorithms. To
focus on the main contribution of this paper, we will not pursue the details in this direction here.
A. Oblique Thresholding
We start with a modification of the simple thresholding algorithm. The thresholding algorithm computes an estimate of the
support J as the indices of the s largest entries of Ψ˚y, which is the support of HspΨ˚yq.
Let us consider a special case, where Ψ has full column rank and y “ Ψx‹ is noise free. While exact support recovery
by naive thresholding of Ψ˚y is not guaranteed, thresholding of rΨ˚y with the biorthogonal dual rΨ “ pΨ:q˚ is guaranteed to
provide exact support recovery. This example leaves room to improve thresholding using another properly designed matrix rΨ.
In compressed sensing, we are interested in an underdetermined system given by Ψ; hence, Ψ cannot have full column rank.
In this setting, the use of the canonical dual rΨ “ pΨ:q˚ is not necessarily a good choice of rΨ.
Schnass and Vandergheynst [42] proposed a version of the thresholding algorithm that uses another matrix rΨ different from
Ψ. We call this algorithm Oblique Thresholding (ObThres), as an example of the oblique pursuit algorithms that will appear
in the sequel.
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Algorithm 1: Oblique Thresholding (ObThres)
pJ Ð supp´HsprΨ˚yq¯;
Schnass and Vandergheynst [42, Theorem 3] showed a sufficient condition for exact support recovery by ObThres in the
noiseless case (z “ 0), given by rµ1ps,Ψ, rΨq
minj | rψj˚ ψj | ă minjPJ
‹ |px‹qj |
2}x‹}8 (2.1)
where the cross Babel function rµ1ps,Ψ, rΨq is defined by
rµ1ps,Ψ, rΨq fi max
k
max
|J|“s
kRJ
ÿ
jPJ
| rψj˚ ψj |.
Since the left-hand side of (2.1) is easily computed for given Ψ and rΨ, Schnass and Vandergheynst [42] proposed a numerical
algorithm that designs rΨ to minimize the left-hand side of (2.1). However, the minimization problem is not convex and there
is no guarantee for the quality of the resulting rΨ. Moreover, their optimality criterion for rΨ is based on the sufficient condition
in (2.1), which is conservative (see [42, Fig. 1]). In particular, unlike the RBOP, there is no known analysis of the (cross)
Babel function of random frame matrices.
Instead, we derive an alternative sufficient condition for exact support recovery by ObThres, given in terms of the RBOP
of pΨ, rΨq.
Theorem 2.2 (ObThres): Let x‹ P Kn be s-sparse with support J‹ Ă rns. Let y “ Ψx‹ ` z. Suppose that Ψ and rΨ satisfy
min
jPJ‹ |px
‹qj | ą 2θs`1prΨ˚Ψq}x‹}2 ` 2 max
j
} rψj}2}z}2. (2.2)
Then, ObThres will identify J‹ exactly.
Compared to the numerical construction of rΨ by Schnass and Vandergheynst [42], our construction of rΨ in (1.6) for a random
frame matrix Ψ has two advantages: it is analytic; and it guarantees the RBOP of pΨ, rΨq. Therefore, with this construction,
the computation of θs`1prΨ˚Ψq for given Ψ and rΨ, which involves a combinatorial search, is not needed.
For the noiseless case (z “ 0), the sufficient condition in (2.2) reduces to
θs`1prΨ˚Ψq ă minjPJ‹ |px‹qj |
2}x‹}2 . (2.3)
Even in this case though, the upper bound in (2.3) depends on both the dynamic range of x‹ and the sparsity level s. Therefore,
compared to the guarantees of the iterative greedy pursuit algorithms in Section II-C, the guarantee of ObThres is rather weak.
In fact, the other algorithms in Section II-C outperform ObThres empirically too. However, ObThres will serve as a building
block for the iterative greedy pursuit algorithms.
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B. Oblique Matching Pursuit
Matching Pursuit (MP) and Orthogonal Matching Pursuit (OMP) are forward greedy pursuit algorithms. Unlike thresholding,
which selects the support elements by a single step of hard thresholding, (O)MP increments an estimate pJ of the support J‹
by adding one element per step chosen by a greedy criterion:
k‹ “ arg max
k
ˇˇ`
Ψ˚py ´Ψpxq˘
k
ˇˇ
(2.4)
where y ´Ψpx is the residual vector computed with the estimate px of x‹ spanned by Ψ pJ .
Given the estimated support pJ , OMP updates the estimate px optimally in the sense that px satisfies
px “ arg min
x
t}y ´Ψx}2 : supp pxq Ă pJu. (2.5)
Therefore, the criterion in (2.4) for OMP reduces to
k‹ “ arg max
k
ˇˇ`
Ψ˚PKRpΨ pJ qy
˘
k
ˇˇ
“ arg max
k
ˇˇxPKRpΨ pJ qψk, PKRpΨ pJ qyyˇˇ, (2.6)
which clearly describes the idea of “orthogonal matching”.
Schnass and Vandergheynst [42] proposed variations of MP and OMP that, using rΨ, replace (2.4) by
k‹ “ arg max
k
ˇˇ`rΨ˚py ´Ψpxq˘
k
ˇˇ
(2.7)
and provided the following sufficient condition [42, Theorem 4] for exact support recovery by the OMP using (2.7)
rµ1ps,Ψ, rΨq
minj | rψj˚ ψj | ă 12 . (2.8)
As for ObThres, they proposed to use a numerically designed rΨ that minimizes the left-hand side of (2.8) (the same criterion
as in their analysis of ObThres).
As discussed in the previous subsection, while easily computable for given Ψ and rΨ, this sufficient condition is conservative
and is not likely to be satisfied even when rΨ is numerically optimized. Thus, the resulting algorithm will have no guarantee.
Another weakness of the sufficient condition in (2.8) is that it has been derived without considering the orthogonal matching
in OMP, and thus ignores the improvement of OMP over MP. Indeed, the same condition provides a partial guarantee of MP
that each step of MP will select an element of the support J‹, which is not necessarily different from the previously selected
ones.
In view of the weaknesses of the approach based on coherence, we turn instead to the RIP. Davies and Wakin [46] provided
a sufficient condition for exact support recovery by OMP in terms of the RIP, which has been refined in the setting of joint
sparsity by Lee et al. [47, Proposition 7.11]. These analyses explicitly reflect the “orthogonal matching”. In particular, one
key property required for the RIP-based sufficient conditions is that the RIP is preserved under the orthogonal projection with
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respect to a few columns of Ψ, i.e., for all pJ Ă rns satisfying | pJ | ă s,
δspPKRpΨ pJ qΨrnsz pJq ď δspΨq. (2.9)
This condition is an improvement on [46, Lemma 3.2] and was shown [47, Proof of Proposition 7.11] using the interlacing
eigenvalues property of the Schur complement [47, Lemma A.2].
The objective function in the orthogonal matching in (2.6) can be rewritten as
ˇˇxPKRpΨ pJ qψk, PKRpΨ pJ qyyˇˇ “ ˇˇ ÿ
jPJ‹z pJ
xPKRpΨ pJ qψk, PKRpΨ pJ qψjypx‹qj ` xPKRpΨ pJ qψk, zy
ˇˇ
. (2.10)
The RIP of Ψ together with (2.9) imply that the left-hand side of (2.10) is close to |pΠJ‹z pJx‹qk|, with the perturbation bounded
as a function the RIC of Ψ. Then, orthogonal matching will choose k‹ as
k‹ “ arg max
kPJ‹z pJ |px‹qk|.
This explains why orthogonal matching is a good strategy when Ψ satisfies the RIP.
The OMP using (2.7) by Schnass and Vandergheynst [42] still employs the orthogonal matching. However, we are interested
in the scenario where Ψ does not satisfy the RIP but instead satisfies the RBOP with a certain rΨ. Unfortunately, unlike the
RIP of Ψ, the RBOP of pΨ, rΨq is no longer valid when the orthogonal projection PKRpΨ pJ q is applied to both matrices. Instead,
we show that the RBOP of pΨ, rΨq is preserved under an oblique projection, which is analogous to the RIP result in (2.9). To
this end, we recall the definition of an oblique projection.
Definition 2.3 (Oblique projection): Let V,W Ă H be two subspaces such that V ‘WK “ H. The oblique projection onto
V along WK, denoted by EV,WK , is defined as a linear map EV,WK : HÑ H that satisfies
1) pEV,WKqx “ x, @x P V .
2) pEV,WKqx “ 0, @x PWK.
By the definition of the oblique projection, it follows that
IH ´ EV,WK “ EWK,V and E˚V,WK “ EW,VK .
When V “W , the oblique projection reduces to the orthogonal projection PV onto V .
Lemma 2.4: Suppose that M,ĂM P Kmˆk for k ď m satisfy that ĂM˚M has full rank. Then, RpMq and RpĂMqK are
complementary, i.e., RpMq XRpĂMqK “ t0u.
Proof of Lemma 2.4: Assume that there is a nonzero x P RpMq X RpĂMqK. Then, x “ My for some y P Kk andĂM˚My “ 0 since x P RpĂMqK “ N pĂM˚q. Since ĂM˚M is invertible, it follows that y “ 0, which is a contradiction.
The RBOP of pΨ, rΨq implies that rΨ˚pJΨ pJ is invertible. Furthermore, RpΨ pJq and RprΨ pJq are complementary by Lemma 2.4.
Therefore, Ψ pJprΨ˚pJΨ pJq´1rΨ˚pJ is an oblique projection onto RpΨ pJq along RprΨ pJqK. It follows that E “ I| pJ|´Ψ pJprΨ˚pJΨ pJq´1rΨ˚pJ
is an oblique projection onto RprΨ pJqK along RpΨ pJq.
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Lemma 2.5: Suppose that Ψ, rΨ P Kmˆn satisfy
θsprΨ˚Ψq ă 1.
Let pJ Ă rns. Let E “ I| pJ| ´Ψ pJprΨ˚pJΨ pJq´1rΨ˚pJ . Then,
θsprΨ˚rnsz pJEΨrnsz pJq ď θsprΨ˚Ψq.
Remark 2.6: When rΨ “ Ψ, Lemma 2.5 reduces to (2.9).
Proof of Lemma 2.5: Follows directly from Lemma A.6 in the Appendix.
Lemma 2.5 suggests that if Ψ does not satisfy the RIP but Ψ and rΨ satisfy the RBOP, then it might better to replace the
orthogonal matching by the “oblique matching” given by
k‹ “ arg max
k
ˇˇxE˚ rψk, Eyyˇˇ, (2.11)
where E is an oblique projector defined as
E “ I| pJ| ´Ψ pJprΨ˚pJΨ pJq´1rΨ˚pJ .
To affect the appropriate modification in OMP, recall that orthogonal matching in (2.6) corresponds to matching each column
of rΨ with the residual y ´ Ψpx computed with a solution px to the least square problem in (2.5). Similarly, oblique matching
is obtained by replacing the least square problem in (2.5) by the following weighted least square problem:
px “ arg min
x
t}rΨ˚pJpy ´Ψxq}2 : supp pxq Ă pJu.
We call the resulting forward greedy pursuit algorithm with the oblique matching oblique matching pursuit (ObMP). ObMP
is summarized in Algorithm 2. In particular, when rΨ “ Ψ, ObMP reduces to the conventional OMP. Like OMP, ObMP does
not select the same support element more than once. This is guaranteed since the selected columns are within the null space
of the oblique projection associated with the oblique matching.
Algorithm 2: Oblique Matching Pursuit (ObMP)pJ ÐH; pxÐ 0;
while | pJ | ă s do
k‹ Ð arg max
kPrnsz pJ
ˇˇ`rΨ˚py ´Ψpxq˘
k
ˇˇ
;
pJ Ð pJ Y tk‹u;pxÐ arg minxt}rΨ˚pJpy ´Ψxq}2 : supp pxq Ă pJu;
end
Next, we present a guarantee of ObMP in terms of the RBOP.
Proposition 2.7 (A Single Step of ObMP): Let x‹ P Kn be s-sparse with support J‹ Ă rns. Let y “ Ψx‹ ` z and J Ĺ J‹.
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Suppose that Ψ and rΨ satisfy
}ΠJ‹zJx‹}8 ´ 2θs`1prΨ˚Ψq}ΠJ‹zJx‹}2 ą
˜
}ΨJ‹}}rΨJ‹}
1´ θs`1prΨ˚Ψq
¸
2 max
j
} rψj}2}z}2. (2.12)
where the coordinate projection ΠJ‹zJ is defined in (1.7). Then, the next step of ObMP given J will identify an element of
J‹zJ .
The following theorem is a direct consequence of Proposition 2.7.
Theorem 2.8 (ObMP): Let x‹ P Kn be s-sparse with support J‹ Ă rns. Let y “ Ψx‹ ` z. Suppose that Ψ and rΨ satisfy
min
jPJ‹ |px
‹qj |
ˆ
min
JĂJ‹,J‰H
}ΠJx‹}8
}ΠJx‹}2 ´ 2θs`1p
rΨ˚Ψq˙ ą ˜ }ΨJ‹}}rΨJ‹}
1´ θs`1prΨ˚Ψq
¸
2 max
j
} rψj}2}z}2. (2.13)
Then, ObMP will identify J‹ exactly.
If rΨ “ Ψ, then ObMP reduces to OMP; hence, Proposition 2.7 reduces to the single measurement vector case of [47,
Proposition 7.11], with the requirement on Ψ in (2.12) reduced to
}ΠJ‹zJx‹}8 ´ 2δs`1pΨq}ΠJ‹zJx‹}2 ą 2 max
j
} rψj}2}z}2. (2.14)
In fact, the proof of Proposition 2.7 in the Appendix is carried out by modifying that of [47, Proposition 7.11] so that the
non-Hermitian case is appropriately managed. Similarly, the guarantee of ObMP in Theorem 2.8 reduces to that of OMP given
by
min
jPJ‹ |px
‹qj |
ˆ
min
JĂJ‹,J‰H
}ΠJx‹}8
}ΠJx‹}2 ´ 2δs`1pΨq
˙
ą 2 max
j
}ψj}2}z}2. (2.15)
To satisfy the condition in (2.15), it is required that δs`1pΨq ă c for some c P p0, 1q that depends on x‹. As will be shown
in Section III, this RIP condition is often not satisfied in a typical scenario of practical applications. In contrast, θs`1prΨ˚Ψq
is still satisfied with a properly designed rΨ in the same scenario. Therefore, the guarantee of ObMP in Theorem 2.8 is less
demanding than the corresponding guarantee of OMP.
We observe that the bound on the noise amplification in ObMP is larger by the factor }ΨJ‹}}rΨJ‹}
1´δs`1pΨ,rΨq than in OMP. This factor
is an upper bound on the spectral norm of the oblique projection onto RpΨ pJq along RprΨ pJqK. The analogous operator in OMP
is an orthogonal projector and the spectral norm is trivially bounded from above by 1. However, when oblique matching is
used instead of orthogonal matching, this is no longer valid. The spectral norm of the oblique projection is the reciprocal of
the cosine of the angle between the two subspaces RpΨ pJq and RprΨ pJq. This result is consistent with the known analysis of
oblique projections.6
For the noiseless case (z “ 0), the sufficient condition in (2.13) reduces to
θs`1prΨ˚Ψq ă min
JĂJ‹,J‰H
}ΠJx‹}8
2}ΠJx‹}2 . (2.16)
Compared to the sufficient condition for ObThres in (2.3), where depending on the dynamic range of x‹, the upper bound
6 In a general context, unrelated to CS, it has been shown [48] that oblique projectors are suboptimal in terms of minimizing the projection residual, which
is however bounded within factor 1
cos θ
of the optimal error.
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on the RBOC can be arbitrary small, the right-hand side in (2.16) is no smaller than 1
2
?
s
for any x‹. Although ObMP is
guaranteed under a milder RBOP condition than ObThres, the corresponding sufficient condition is still demanding compared
to those of iterative greedy pursuit algorithms.
However, ObThres and ObMP are important, since they provide basic building blocks for the iterative greedy pursuit
algorithms. The thresholding and OMP algorithms have been modified to ObThres and ObMP by replacing two basic blocks,
“Ψ˚ followed by hardthresholding”, and “orthogonal matching”, to “rΨ˚ followed by hardthresholding”, and “oblique matching”,
respectively. The modifications of these two basic blocks will similarly alter the other greedy pursuit algorithms and their RIP-
based guarantees.
In the next section, we present the oblique versions of some iterative greedy pursuit algorithms (CoSaMP, SP, IHT, and
HTP). However, the conversion to the oblique version of both algorithm and guarantee is not restricted to these examples. It
applies to any other greedy pursuit algorithm that builds on these basic blocks (e.g., Fast Nesterov’s Iterative Hard Thresholding
(FNIHT) [49]).
C. Iterative Oblique Greedy Pursuit Algorithms
Compressive Sampling Matching Pursuit (CoSaMP) [11] and Subspace Pursuit (SP) [12] are more sophisticated greedy
pursuit algorithms that iteratively update the s-sparse estimate of x‹. At a high level, both CoSaMP and SP update the estimate
of the true support using the following procedure:
1) Augment the estimated set by adding more indices that might include the missing elements of the true support.
2) Refine the augmented set to a subset with s elements.
The two algorithms differ in the size of the increment in the augmentation. More important, SP completes each iteration by
updating the residual using an orthogonal projection, which is similar to that of OMP. CoSaMP and SP provide RIP-based
guarantees, which are comparable to those of `1-based solutions such as BP.
Both algorithms use the basic building blocks of correlation maximization by hard thresholding and least squares problems.
Therefore, following the same approach we used to modify thresholding and OMP to ObThres and ObMP, we modify CoSaMP
and SP to their oblique versions called Oblique CoSaMP (ObCoSaMP) and Oblique SP (ObSP), respectively. ObCoSaMP and
ObSP are summarized in Algorithm 3 and Algorithm 4.
Algorithm 3: Oblique Compressive Matching Pursuit (ObCoSaMP)
while stop condition not satisfied dorJt`1 Ð supp pxtq Y supp´H2s`rΨ˚py ´Ψxtq˘¯;
rxÐ arg min
x
!››rΨ˚rJt`1py ´Ψxq››2 : supp pxq Ă rJt`1);
xt`1 Ð Hsprxq;
tÐ t` 1;
end
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Algorithm 4: Oblique Subspace Pursuit (ObSP)
while stop condition not satisfied dorJt`1 Ð supp pxtq Y supp´Hs`rΨ˚py ´Ψxtq˘¯;
rxÐ arg min
x
!››rΨ˚rJt`1py ´Ψxq››2 : supp pxq Ă rJt`1);
Jt`1 Ð supp pHsprxqq;
xt`1 Ð arg min
x
!››rΨJ˚t`1py ´Ψxq››2 : supp pxq Ă Jt`1);
tÐ t` 1;
end
Iterative Hard Thresholding (IHT) [13] and Hard Threshold Pursuit (HTP) [14] are two other greedy pursuit algorithms
with RIP-based guarantees. HTP is a modified version of IHT, which updates the residual using orthogonal projection like SP.
Since both IHT and HTP use the same basic building blocks used in the other greedy pursuit algorithms, they too admit the
oblique versions. We name these modified versions Oblique IHT (ObIHT) and Oblique HTP (ObHTP). ObIHT and ObHTP
are summarized in Algorithm 5 and Algorithm 6. Note that these iterative oblique greedy pursuit algorithms reduce to their
conventional counterparts when rΨ “ Ψ.
Algorithm 5: Oblique Iterative Hard Thresholding (ObIHT)
while stop condition not satisfied do
xt`1 Ð Hs
`
xt ` rΨ˚py ´Ψxtq˘;
tÐ t` 1;
end
Algorithm 6: Oblique Hard Thresholding Pursuit (ObHTP)
while stop condition not satisfied do
Jt`1 Ð supp
´
Hs
`
xt ` rΨ˚py ´Ψxtq˘¯;
xt`1 Ð arg min
x
!››rΨJ˚t`1py ´Ψxq››2 : supp pxq Ă Jt`1);
tÐ t` 1;
end
We briefly review the currently available RIP-based guarantees of the original algorithms. The guarantees of the iterative
greedy pursuit algorithms were provided in their original papers [11]–[14]. In particular, Needell and Tropp, in their technical
report on CoSaMP [50], showed that CoSaMP (with exact arithmetic) converges within a finite number of iterations, which is
at most Opsq for the worst case and can be as small as Opln sq. We will show that the same analysis applies to SP, HTP, and
their oblique versions.
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TABLE I
THE RBOP CONDITION REQUIRED FOR LINEAR CONVERGENCE IN THEOREM 2.9.
Alg ObCoSaMP ObSP ObIHT ObHTP
θksprΨ˚Ψq ă c θ4sprΨ˚Ψq ă 0.384 θ3sprΨ˚Ψq ă 0.325 θ3sprΨ˚Ψq ă 0.5 θ3sprΨ˚Ψq ă 0.577
The guarantees of the iterative greedy pursuit algorithms are provided by sufficient conditions given in a common form
δkspΨq ă c, where the condition becomes more demanding for larger k and smaller c. Recently, Foucart [51] refined the
guarantees of CoSaMP and IHT by increasing required c. We will show that the guarantee of SP is similarly improved using
similar techniques and replacing triangle inequalities by the Pythagorean theorem when applicable.7
Next, we show that the RIP-based guarantees of the iterative greedy pursuit algorithms are replaced by similar guarantees of
the corresponding oblique pursuit greedy algorithms, in terms of the RBOP. In fact, the modification of the guarantees is rather
straightforward, as was the modification of the algorithms. We only provide the full derivation for the RBOP-based guarantee
of ObSP. Replacing rΨ by Ψ in the result and the derivation will provide an RIP-based guarantee for SP. The guarantees
of the other iterative oblique pursuit algorithms (ObCoSaMP, ObIHT, and ObHTP) are obtained by similarly modifying the
corresponding results [14], [51]. Therefore, we do not repeat the derivations but only state the results.
Theorem 2.9: Let Alg P tObSP,ObCoSaMP,ObIHT,ObHTPu. Let pxtqtPN be the sequence generated by algorithm Alg.
Then
}xt`1 ´ x‹}2 ď ρ}xt ´ x‹}2 ` τ}z}2 (2.17)
where ρ and τ are positive constants depending on Alg, given as explicit functions of θksprΨ˚Ψq, δkspΨq, and δksprΨq.
Moreover, ρ, which only depends on θksprΨ˚Ψq, is less than 1, provided that the condition in Table I specified by Alg is
satisfied.
Proof of Theorem 2.9: We only provide the proof for ObSP in Appendix D. The formulae for ρ and τ are provided for
all listed algorithms.
For ρ ă 1, (2.17) implies that in the noiseless case the iteration converges linearly at rate ρ to the true solution, whereas in
the noisy case the error at convergence is }x8 ´ x‹}2 “ τ{p1´ ρq}z}2.
Unlike ObIHT, the other algorithms (ObCoSaMP, ObSP, and ObHTP) involve the step of updating the estimate by solving
a least squares problem. This additional step provides the property in Lemma 2.10, which enables the finite convergence of
the algorithms.
Lemma 2.10: Let Alg P tObSP,ObCoSaMP,ObHTPu. Let pxtqtPN be the sequence generated by Alg. Then, the approxi-
mation error }xt ´ x‹}2 is less than the `2 norm of the missed components of x‹ to within a constant factor ρ¯ plus the noise
term, i.e.,
}xt`1 ´ x‹}2 ď ρ¯}ΠKJt`1x‹}2 ` τ¯}z}2 (2.18)
7 As an aside, inspired by the existing RIP analysis that δkspΨq ă c holds with m “ Opksc´2 ln4 nq, Foucart [51] proposed to compare sufficient
conditions by comparing the values of kc´2. Nevertheless, this comparison is heuristic and only relies on sufficient conditions for the worst case guarantee.
Therefore, it is not necessarily true that an algorithm with smaller kc´2 performs better.
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where ρ¯ and τ¯ are positive constants given as explicit functions (depending on Alg) of θksprΨ˚Ψq, δkspΨq, and δksprΨq.
Proof of Lemma 2.10: Lemma 2.10 is an intermediate step for proving Theorem 2.9. For example, for ObSP, it corresponds
to Lemma A.9 in Appendix D. For the other algorithms, we only provide the formulae for ρ¯ and τ¯ in Appendix D.
Needell and Tropp [50] showed finite convergence of CoSaMP. The same analysis also applies to ObCoSaMP, ObSP, and
ObHTP. To show this, let us recall the relevant definitions from the technical report on CoSaMP [50]. The component bands
pBjq of x‹ are by
Bj fi ti : 2´pj`1q}x‹}22 ă |px‹qi| ď 2´j}x‹}22u, @j P ZY t0u.
Then, the profile of x‹ is defined as the number of nonempty component bands. By definition, the profile of x‹ is not greater
than the sparsity level of x‹.
Lemma 2.11 (A Paraphrase of [50, Theorem B.1]): Let p be the profile of x‹. Suppose that pxtqtPN satisfies eqs. (2.17)
and (2.18). Then, for
t ą L` p ln
ˆ
1` 2
”
ρ¯` τ
τ¯
p1´ ρ´ ηq
ıcs
p
˙„
ln
ˆ
1
1´ η
˙´1
, (2.19)
it holds that
}xt ´ x‹}2 ď
„
ρL
ˆ
τ ρ¯
1´ ρ´ η ` τ¯
˙
`
ˆ
1´ ρL
1´ ρ
˙
τ

}z}2.
The minimal number of iterations for the convergence (the right-hand side of (2.19)) is maximized when p “ s [50]. The
following theorem is a direct consequence of Theorem 2.9, Lemma 2.10, and Lemma 2.11.
Theorem 2.12: Let Alg P tObSP,ObCoSaMP,ObHTPu. Suppose that θksprΨ˚Ψq ă c holds depending on Alg as in Table I.
After tmax “ C1ps ` 1q iterations, Alg provides an estimate px satisfying }px ´ x‹}2 ď C2}z}2. Here, k, c, C1, and C2 are
constants, specified by Alg.
The fast convergence of iterative greedy pursuit algorithms that involve the least square steps is important. When the
problem is large (e.g., in CS imaging, the image size is typically 512ˆ 512 pixels), solving the least squares problems is the
most computationally demanding step of the recovery algorithms. Empirically, as the theory suggests, the iterative algorithms
(ObCoSaMP, ObSP, and ObHTP) converge at most within Opsq iterations, and are even more computationally efficient than
the non-iterative ObMP.
Remark 2.13: The extension of greedy pursuit algorithms and their RIP-based guarantees to those based on the RBOP is
not restricted to the aforementioned algorithms. For example, Fast Nesterov’s Iterative Hard Thresholding (FNIHT) [49] is
another promising algorithm with an RIP-based guarantee, which will extend likewise.
III. RESTRICTED BIORTHOGONALITY PROPERTY
In this section, we show that the RBOP-based guarantees of oblique pursuits apply to realistic models of compressed sensing
systems in practice. For example, when applied to random frame matrices, the guarantees remain valid even though the i.i.d.
sampling is done according to a nonuniform distribution. Recall that the guarantees of oblique pursuits in Section II required
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θksprΨ˚Ψq ă c where k P t2, 3, 4u and c P p0, 1q are constants specified by the algorithm in question. The noise amplification
in the reconstruction for these guarantees also depend on δkspΨq and δksprΨq. However, unlike θksprΨ˚Ψq, the RICs δkspΨq and
δksprΨq need not be less than 1 to provide the guarantees. In fact, as discussed later, reasonable upper bounds on δkspΨq and on
δksprΨq (possibly larger than 1) are obtained with no additional conditions whenever θksprΨ˚Ψq ă c is achieved. Therefore, we
may focus on the condition θksprΨ˚Ψq ă c. Also recall that the guarantees for the corresponding conventional pursuit algorithms
require δkspΨq ă c, for k P t2, 3, 4u, c P p0, 1q, with the same k and c as the corresponding oblique pursuits. To compare
the guarantees of the oblique vs. the conventional pursuit algorithms, assuming k P t2, 3, 4u and c P p0, 1q arbitrarily fixed
constants, we compare the difficulty in achieving the respective bounds on δkspΨq and θksprΨ˚Ψq. While both properties are
guaranteed when m “ Ops ln4 nq, θksprΨ˚Ψq ă c is achieved without additional conditions required for achieving δkspΨq ă c,
which are often violated in practical compressed sensing.
A. General Estimate
We extend [20, Theorem 8.4] to the following theorem, so that it provides an upper bound on θsprΨ˚Ψq.
Theorem 3.1: Let Ψ, rΨ P Kmˆn be random matrices not necessarily mutually independent, each with i.i.d. rows with
elements bounded in magnitude as
max
k,`
|pΨqk,`| ď K?
m
and max
k,`
|prΨqk,`| ď rK?
m
(3.1)
for K, rK ě 1. Then, θsprΨ˚Ψq ă δ ` θspErΨ˚Ψq holds with probability 1´ η provided that
m ě C1δ´2
ˆ
K
a
2` θspEΨ˚Ψq ` rKb2` θspErΨ˚rΨq˙2 spln sq2 lnn lnm, (3.2)
m ě C2δ´2 rK maxpK, rKqs lnpη´1q (3.3)
for universal constants C1 and C2.
Proof of Theorem 3.1: See Appendix E.
Letting rΨ “ Ψ in Theorem 3.1 provides the following corollary.8
Corollary 3.2: Let Ψ P Kmˆn be a random matrix with i.i.d. rows with elements bounded in magnitude as maxk,` |pΨqk,`| ď
K?
m
for K ě 1. Then, δspΨq ă δ ` θspEΨ˚Ψq holds with probability 1´ η provided that
m ě C1δ´2K24 r2` θspEΨ˚Ψqs spln sq2 lnn lnm, (3.4)
m ě C2δ´2K2s lnpη´1q (3.5)
for universal constants C1 and C2.
The following corollary is obtained by combining Theorem 3.1 and Corollary 3.2 applied to Ψ and to rΨ, respectively.
Corollary 3.3 aims to provide an upper bound on θsprΨ˚Ψq. It also provides upper bounds on both δspΨq and δsprΨq.
Corollary 3.3: Let Ψ, rΨ P Kmˆn be random matrices with i.i.d. rows with elements bounded in magnitude as maxk,` |pΨqk,`| ď
8 A direct derivation of Corollary 3.2 might provide better constants, but we do not attempt to optimize the universal constants.
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K?
m
and maxk,` |prΨqk,`| ď ĂK?m for K, rK ě 1. Then, θsprΨ˚Ψq ă δ ` θspErΨ˚Ψq, δspΨq ă δ ` θspEΨ˚Ψq, and δsprΨq ă
δ ` θspErΨ˚rΨq hold with probability 1´ η provided that
m ě C1δ´2 maxpK2, rK2q4”2`max´θspEΨ˚Ψq, θspErΨ˚rΨq¯ ıspln sq2 lnn lnm, (3.6)
m ě C2δ´2 maxpK2, rK2qs lnpη´1q (3.7)
for universal constants C1 and C2.
Corollary 3.2 and Corollary 3.3 have very different implications. Corollary 3.2 guarantees that δkspΨq ă c holds with high
probability when m “ Ops ln4 nq if maxk,` |pΨqk,`| “ Op 1?m q and θkspEΨ˚Ψq ă 0.5c. The former condition implies that the
rows of Ψ are incoherent to the standard basis vectors and is called the incoherence property. As will be discussed in later
subsections, the latter condition, θkspEΨ˚Ψq ă 0.5c, is often difficult to satisfy for small c P p0, 1q, in particular, in practical
settings of compressed sensing. Although this condition has not been shown to be a necessary condition for δkspΨq ă c,
no alternative analysis is available for random frame matrices. In contrast, θkspErΨ˚Ψq can be made small by an appropriate
choice of rΨ, which by Corollary 3.3 suffices to make θksprΨ˚Ψq ă c. In fact, it is often the case that rΨ can be chosen to make
θkspErΨ˚Ψq much smaller than θkspEΨ˚Ψq, or even zero, and to satisfy the incoherence property at the same time. In this case,
θksprΨ˚Ψq ă c is guaranteed, whereas δkspΨq is not guaranteed so. This key difference in the guarantees in Corollaries 3.2
and 3.3 establishes the advertised result that the RBOP-based guarantees of oblique pursuits apply to more general cases, in
which the RIP-based guarantees of the corresponding conventional pursuits fail.
In the next subsections, we elaborate the comparison of the two different approaches: oblique pursuits with RBOP-based
guarantees vs. conventional pursuits with RIP-based guarantees (per Corollaries 3.2 and 3.3) in more concrete scenarios in
which Ψ is given as the composition of the sensing matrix A obtained from a frame and the dictionary D with certain properties.
B. Case I: Sampled Frame A and Nonredundant D of Full Rank
We first consider the case of Ψ “ AD, where the sensing matrix A is constructed from a frame pφωqωPΩ by (1.4) using a
probability measure ν, and the sparsifying dictionary D is nonredundant pn ď dq with full column rank.
Using the isotropy property, EA˚A “ Id, conventional RIP analysis [20, Theorem 8.4] showed that δspΨq ă δ holds with
high probability for m “ Opδ´2s ln4 nq under the following ideal assumptions:
(AI-1) pφωqωPΩ is a tight frame, i.e., ΦΦ˚ “ Id where Φ,Φ˚ denotes the associated synthesis and the analysis operators.
(AI-2) ν is the uniform measure.
(AI-3) D˚D “ In.
Corollary 3.2 generalizes [20, Theorem 8.4], so that the same RIP result continues holds when the ideal assumptions are
“slightly” violated. To quantify this statement, we introduce the following metrics that measure the deviation from the ideal
assumptions.
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‚ Nonuniform distribution ν: We additionally assume that ν is absolutely continuous with respect to µ.9 Define
νmin fi ess inf
ωPΩ
dν
dµ
pωq and νmax fi ess sup
ωPΩ
dν
dµ
pωq (3.8)
where the essential infimum and supremum are w.r.t. to the measure ν. If Ω is a finite set, then dνdµ pωq reduces to the
probability that ω P Ω will be chosen, multiplied by the cardinality of Ω. By their definitions, νmin and νmax satisfy
νmin ď 1 ď νmax. Note that νmin and νmax measure how different ν is from the uniform measure µ. In particular,
νmin “ νmax “ 1 if ν coincides with µ.
‚ Non-tight frame pφωqωPΩ: Multiplying Ψ and y by a common scalar does not modify the inverse problem Ψx “ y.
Therefore, replacing ΦΦ˚ by the same matrix multiplied by an appropriate scalar, we assume without loss of generality
that
λ1pΦΦ˚q “ 1` κpΦΦ
˚q ´ 1
κpΦΦ˚q ` 1 (3.9)
and
λdpΦΦ˚q “ 1´ κpΦΦ
˚q ´ 1
κpΦΦ˚q ` 1 (3.10)
where κpΦΦ˚q denotes the condition number of ΦΦ˚. Equations (3.9) and (3.10) imply
θdpΦΦ˚q “ }ΦΦ˚ ´ Id} “ κpΦΦ
˚q ´ 1
κpΦΦ˚q ` 1
where the first identity follows from the definition of θd. Note that θdpΦΦ˚q “ 0 if ΦΦ˚ “ Id.
‚ Non-orthonormal D: Similarly, for nonredundant D, we assume without loss of generality that
λ1pD˚Dq “ 1` κpD
˚Dq ´ 1
κpD˚Dq ` 1 (3.11)
and
λnpD˚Dq “ 1´ κpD
˚Dq ´ 1
κpD˚Dq ` 1 (3.12)
where κpD˚Dq denotes the condition number of D˚D. Equations (3.11) and (3.12) imply
θnpD˚Dq “ }D˚D ´ In} “ κpD
˚Dq ´ 1
κpD˚Dq ` 1 .
Note that θnpD˚Dq “ 0 if D corresponds to an orthonormal basis, i.e., D˚D “ In.
Now, invoking Corollary 3.2 with the above metrics, we obtain the following Theorem 3.4, of which Theorem 1.6 is a
simplified version. Under the ideal assumptions, K0 vanishes and Theorem 3.4 reduces to [20, Theorem 8.4].
Theorem 3.4: Let pφωqωPΩ and D “ rd1, . . . , dns P Kdˆn satisfy supω maxj |xφω, djy| ď K for K ě 1. Let A P Kmˆd
be constructed from pφωqωPΩ by (1.4) using a probability measure ν, and let Ψ “ AD. Let νmin and νmax be defined in
(3.8). Then, δspΨq ă δ ` K0 holds with probability 1 ´ η provided that m ě C1p1 ` K0q2K2δ´2spln sq2 lnn lnm and
m ě C2K2δ´2s lnpη´1q for universal constants C1 and C2 where K0 is given in terms of νmin, νmax, δspDq, and θdpΦΦ˚q
9If Ω is a finite set, then µ is the counting measure and any probability measure ν is absolutely continuous.
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by
K0 “ maxp1´ νmin, νmax ´ 1q ` νmaxrδspDq ` θdpΦΦ˚q ` δspDq ¨ θdpΦΦ˚qs. (3.13)
Proof: See Appendix F.
Theorem 3.4 shows that the ideal assumptions (AI-1) - (AI-3) for achieving the RIP of Ψ can be relaxed to a certain extent.
However, even the relaxed assumptions are still too demanding to be satisfied in many practical applications of compressed
sensing. When the ideal assumptions are not all satisfied, each deviation increases K0 and the obtained upper bound on δspΨq
also increases. For example, when ΦΦ˚ “ Id and D˚D “ In, depending on ν, the upper bound on δspΨq may turn out to
be even larger than 1, which fails to provide an RIP-based guarantee. As another example, when ν “ µ and ΦΦ˚ “ Id (the
rows of A are obtained from i.i.d. samples from a tight frame according to the uniform distribution), δspDq determines the
quality of the upper bound. Although, in general, computation of δspDq is NP hard, an easy upper bound on δspDq is given as
δnpDq “ }D˚D´In}. Now, note that δnpDq ě 0.6 for κpDq ě 2. Therefore, considering that the RIP-based guarantee of HTP
[14] requires δ3spΨq ă 0.57, which is the largest upper bound on δ3spΨq among all sufficient conditions for known RIP-based
guarantees. This suggests that even when the other ideal assumptions are satisfied, D needs to be near ideally conditioned.
This strong requirement on D is often too restrictive, in particular, for learning a data-adaptive dictionary D.
Next, we show that θsprΨ˚Ψq ă c is achieved more easily, without the aforementioned restriction on Φ, ν, or D. To this
end, we would like to use Corollary 3.3; however, the rK parameter in Corollary 3.3 requires further attention. While the
incoherence parameter K is determined by the inverse problem, the other incoherence parameter rK is determined by our own
choice of rA and rD. Recall the construction of rΨ “ rA rD: matrix rA P Kmˆd is constructed from the dual frame prφωqωPΩ by
(1.6) using the same probability measure ν used to construct A per (1.4), whereas rD is given as rD “ DpD˚Dq´1, so thatrD˚D “ In. It follows that rK is related to Φ and D, and thus to K. By deriving an upper bound on rK in terms of K and
using it in Corollary 3.3, we obtain the following theorem.
Theorem 3.5: Let pφωqωPΩ and D “ rd1, . . . , dns P Kdˆn satisfy supω maxj |xφω, djy| ď K for K ě 1. Let ν be a
probability measure on Ω such that its derivative is strictly positive. Let A, rA P Kmˆn be random matrices constructed from a
biorthogonal frame pφω, rφωqωPΩ by (1.4) and (1.6), respectively using ν. Let Ψ “ AD and rΨ “ rA rD where rD “ DpD˚Dq´1.
Let νmin and νmax be defined in (3.8). Then, θsprΨ˚Ψq ă δ, δspΨq ă δ`K1, and δsprΨq ă δ`K1 hold with probability 1´ η
provided that
m ě C1p1`K1q2K22δ´2spln sq2 lnn lnm, (3.14)
m ě C2K22δ´2s lnpη´1q (3.15)
for universal constants C1 and C2, where K1 and K2 are given in terms of K, νmin, νmax, δnpDq, and θdpΦΦ˚q by
K1 “ maxp1´ ν´1max, ν´1min ´ 1q `maxpνmax, ν´1minq
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¨
#
1` δnpDq
1´ δnpDq `
θdpΦΦ˚q
1´ θdpΦΦ˚q `
δnpDqθdpΦΦ˚q
r1´ δnpDqsr1´ θdpΦΦ˚qs
+
(3.16)
and
K2 “ }pD
˚Dq´1}`n1Ñ`n1
ν2min
„
K `
ˆ
sup
ωPΩ
}φω}`d2
˙
¨ θdpΦΦ
˚q
1´ θdpΦΦ˚q ¨
ˆ
max
jPrns
}dj}`d2
˙
. (3.17)
Proof: See Appendix G.
With any significant violation of the ideal assumptions (AI-1) – (AI-3), Theorem 3.4 fails to provide δkspΨq ă c, whereas
Theorem 3.5 still provides θksprΨ˚Ψq ă c. Therefore, the RBOP-based guarantee of recovery by oblique pursuits is a significant
improvement over the conventional RIP-based guarantees, in the sense that the former applies to a practical setup (subset
selection with a nonuniform distribution, non-tight frame, and non-orthonormal dictionary) while the latter does not. This is
because violation of the ideal assumptions does not affect the upper bound on θsprΨ˚Ψq in Theorem 3.5. Instead, it increases
the upper bounds on δspΨq and δsprΨq. However, in the guarantees of oblique pursuits, unlike θsprΨ˚Ψq, the restricted isometry
constants δspΨq and δsprΨq need not be bounded from above by a certain threshold.
Example 3.6: We show the implication of Theorem 3.5 in a 2D Fourier imaging example. The corresponding numerical
results for this scenario can be found in Section IV. The measurements are taken over random frequencies sampled i.i.d. from
the uniform 2D lattice grid Ω with a nonuniform measure ν. The signal of interest is sparse over a data-adaptive dictionary
D, which is invertible (n “ d) and has block diagonal structure.
More specifically, D in this example is constructed as follows. Recently, Ravishankar and Bresler [52] proposed an efficient
algorithm that learns a data-adaptive square transform T with a regularizer on its condition number. When the condition
number of T is reasonably small, D given by D “ T´1 serves as a good dictionary for sparse representation. In particular,
they designed a patch-based transform T that applies to each patch of the image. When the patches are nonoverlapping, T and
D have block diagonal structure; hence, applying D and D˚ is computationally efficient. Furthermore, when the patches are
much smaller than the image, each atom in D is sparse and has low mutual coherence to the Fourier transform that applies
to the entire image. For example, D P C512ˆ512 used in the numerical experiment in Section IV was designed so that it
applies to 8ˆ 8 pixel patches. It has condition number 1.99, which implies δnpDq “ 0.60. We also observed that D satisfies
}pD˚Dq´1}`d1Ñ`d1 “ 2.13.
Since pφωqωPΩ corresponding to the 2D DFT is tight, it follows that θdpΦΦ˚q “ 0. Therefore, the expressions for K1 and
K2 in eqs. (3.16) and (3.17) reduce to
K1 “ maxp1´ ν´1max, ν´1min ´ 1q ` 2.5 maxpνmax, ν´1minq (3.18)
and
K2 “ 2.13
ν2min
K. (3.19)
Recall that νmin and νmax in this scenario correspond to the minimum and maximum probability that a measurement is taken
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at a certain frequency component. The simplified expressions of K1 and K2 in (3.18) and (3.19) show quantitatively how
the use of nonuniform distribution for the i.i.d. sampling in the construction of a random frame matrix increases the required
number of measurements.
C. Case II: Sampled Frame A and Overcomplete D with the RIP
The analysis in the previous section focused on the case where the dictionary D is not redundant. In fact though, the analysis
extends to certain cases of redundant/overcomplete D. One such case is when D is, like A, a random frame matrix. Then, using
a construction similar to our construction of rA will produce a matrix rD with E rD˚D “ In, which combined with E rA˚A “ Id
provides ErΨ˚Ψ “ In. However, usually, D is given as a deterministic matrix (e.g., concatenation of analytic bases, analytic
frame, data-adaptive dictionary, etc). Therefore, in the general redundant D case, using the biorthogonal dual of D as rD is
not a promising approach. Instead, we focus in the remainder of this subsection on the case where D satisfies the RIP with
small δspDq. Using rΨ “ rAD, we show the RBOP of pΨ, rΨq in this case.
Theorem 3.7: Let pφωqωPΩ and D “ rd1, . . . , dns P Kdˆn satisfy supω maxj |xφω, djy| ď K for K ě 1. Let A, rA P Kmˆn
be random matrices constructed from a biorthogonal frame pφω, rφωqωPΩ by (1.4) and (1.6), respectively using a probability
measure ν. Suppose that δspDq ă 1. Let Ψ “ AD, and rΨ “ rAD. Let νmin and νmax be defined in (3.8). Then, θsprΨ˚Ψq ă
δ ` δspDq, δspΨq ă δ `K1, and δsprΨq ă δ `K1 hold with probability 1´ η provided that
m ě C1p1`K1q2K22δ´2spln sq2 lnn lnm, (3.20)
m ě C2K22δ´2s lnpη´1q (3.21)
for universal constants C1 and C2, where K1 and K2 are given in terms of K, νmin, νmax, δspDq, and θdpΦΦ˚q by
K1 “ maxp1´ ν´1max, ν´1min ´ 1q `maxpνmax, ν´1minq
¨
ˆ
1` δspDq ` θdpΦΦ
˚q
1´ θdpΦΦ˚q `
δspDqθdpΦΦ˚q
1´ θdpΦΦ˚q
˙
.
and
K2 “ 1
νmin
«
K `
ˆ
sup
ωPΩ
}φω}`d2
˙
θdpΦΦ˚q
1´ θdpΦΦ˚q ¨
ˆ
max
jPrns
}dj}`d2
˙ff
.
Proof: See Appendix H.
D. Case III: Sampled Tight Frame A and Orthonormal Basis D / RIP Matrix D
In the special case where the use of a nonuniform distribution for the i.i.d. sampling in the construction of A is the only cause
for the resulting failure of the exact/near isotropy property, the failure of the conventional RIP analysis can be fixed differently.
Recall that the construction of rA in (1.6) only involves the weighting of rows of a matrix obtained from the biorthogonal dual
frame prφωqωPΩ, with sampling at the same indices as used for the construction of A from the frame pφωqωPΩ. Therefore, for
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the special case when pφωqωPΩ is a tight frame and D˚D “ In, it is possible to derive the RIP of a preconditioned version
of Ψ.
We construct a preconditioned sensing matrix pA as
p pAqk,` “ 1?
m
„
dν
dµ
pωkq
´1{2
pφωkq`, @k P rms, ` P rds (3.22)
where pωkqmk“1 are the same sampling points used in the construction of A in (1.4). Then, by construction, pA satisfies the
isotropy property E pA˚ pA “ Id. Furthermore, if supω maxj |xφω, djy| ď K, then maxk,` |ppΨqk,`| ď ν´1{2min K?m holds.
In this case, it suffices to invoke [20, Theorem 8.4] to show the RIP of pΨ. Invoking instead Theorem 3.4, this approach
extends in a straightforward way to the case where D satisfies the RIP. In the case of tight frame A and D that is an
orthobasis or an RIP matrix, these results provide an alternative (and equivalent) approach to obtain guaranteed algorithms,
without invoking RBOP. In particular, defining Λ as the diagonal matrix given by pΛqj,j “ rpdν{dµqpωkqs´1{2 for j P rms,
conventional recovery algorithms with an RIP-based guarantee can be used to solve the modified inverse problem ΛΨ “ Λy.
As discussed earlier, non-tight frame and/or non-orthonormal or non-RIP dictionaries arise in applications of compressed
sensing, and in these instances too the conventional RIP analysis fails. We are currently investigating whether, and if so how,
the above approach to “preconditioned” pΨ may be extended in general beyond the aforementioned cases.
IV. NUMERICAL RESULTS
We performed two experiments to compare the oblique pursuits to their conventional counterparts and to other methods.
In the first experiment, we tested the algorithms on a generic data set. Synthesis operators Φ and rΦ for a random biorthogonal
frame pφω, rφωqωPΩ were generated using random unitary matrices U, V P Rnˆn and a fixed diagonal matrix Σ as Φ “ UΣV ˚
and rΦ “ UΣ´1V ˚. The diagonal entries of Σ increase linearly from b 23 to b 43 . Sensing matrix A P Rmˆn was formed by
m random rows of Φ scaled by 1?
m
, where the row selection was done with respect to the uniform distribution. Then, the
condition number of EA˚A is 2 and the isotropy property is not satisfied. In this setting the oblique pursuit algorithms are
different from their conventional counterparts. Signal x‹ P Kn is exactly s-sparse in the standard basis vectors (D “ In) and
the nonzero elements have unit magnitude and random signs. The success of each algorithm is defined as the exact recovery
of the support.
Figure 1 shows the empirical phase transition of each algorithm as a function of m{n and s{n. The results were averaged over
100 repetitions. Oblique versions of thresholding and IHT showed dramatic improvement in performance while the performance
of the other algorithms is almost the same. While the oblique pursuit algorithms can be guaranteed without A satisfying the
isotropy property, the modification of the algorithms at least do not result in the degradation of the performance.
In the second experiment, we tested the algorithms on a CS Fourier imaging system. The partial DFT sensing matrix A
used in this experiment was constructed using the variable density suggested by Lustig et al. [24]. We used a data-adaptive
square dictionary D that applies to non-overlapping patches. Dictionary D was learned from the fully sampled complex valued
brain image using the algorithm proposed by Ravishankar and Bresler [52] (See Example 3.6 for more detail). The resulting
D was well conditioned with condition number κpDq “ 1.99. The Oblique pursuit algorithms use rΨ “ rA rD, where rD is given
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ObThres ObMP ObCoSaMP ObSP ObIHT ObHTP
Fig. 1. Phase transition of support recovery by various greedy pursuit algorithms (the horizontal and vertical axes denote the ratio m{n of number of
measurements to number of unknowns and ratio s{m of sparsity level to number of measurements, respectively): signal x‹ is exactly s-sparse with nonzero
entries that are ˘1 with random sign. n “ 1024, SNR “ 30dB, κ “ 2.
as the biorthogonal dual rD “ pD´1q˚. Since the patches are non-overlapping, applying D, rD, and their adjoint operators are
patch-wise operations, and are computed efficiently.
The input image was a phantom image obtained by s-sparse approximation over the dictionary D of an original brain
image with sparsity ratio s{n “ 0.125. Our goal in this experiment is not to compete with the state of the art of recovery
algorithms in CS imaging system; rather, we want to check whether the oblique pursuit algorithms perform competitively with
their conventional counterparts in a setting where the RBOP of pΨ, rΨq is guaranteed. This motivates our choice of a simplified
test scenario. We also compare the oblique pursuit algorithms to simple zero filling, and to NESTA [53] that solves the `1
analysis formulation [23]. In fact, when the original brain image is used as the input image, all sparsity-based reconstruction
algorithms, including NESTA, performed worse than zero filling.10 To get a meaningful result in this setting, we replaced the
input image by an exactly s-sparse phantom obtained by the s-sparse approximation of the original brain image.
TABLE II
QUALITY (PSNR IN DECIBELS) OF IMAGES RECONSTRUCTED FROM NOISY VARIABLE DENSITY FOURIER SAMPLES WITH MEASUREMENT SNR = 30
DECIBELS. RESULTS AVERAGED OVER 100 RANDOM SAMPLING PATTERNS.
Thres CoSaMP SP IHT HTP `1-Analysis Zero Filling
conventional 14.48 42.93 45.24 9.06 40.02 34.04 34.73oblique 37.59 43.30 44.79 44.96 45.53
(a) Downsample by 2
Thres CoSaMP SP IHT HTP `1-Analysis Zero Filling
conventional 9.34 29.46 34.74 9.34 31.58 30.96 31.55oblique 31.13 32.21 36.17 31.10 36.26
(b) Downsample by 3
Table II shows the PSNR of the reconstructed images using the various algorithms with different downsampling ratio. The
error images truncated at the maximum magnitude of the input image divided by 10 are shown in Fig. 2. Downsampling by
factors of 2 and 3 is presented, but the results for larger downsampling factor are qualitatively the same.
In most cases, the oblique pursuit algorithms performed better than the conventional counterparts. In the few exceptions, the
10 To achieve good performance on the original image requires a more sophisticated recovery algorithm with overlapping patches, and adaptive sparsity
level [54].
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Thres CoSaMP SP
9.34 dB 29.38 dB 34.58 dB
ObThres ObCoSaMP ObSP
31.01 dB 32.27 dB 36.26 dB
IHT HTP `1 Analysis
9.34 dB 31.02 dB 29.75 dB
ObIHT ObHTP Zero Filling
30.95 dB 36.40 dB 31.46 dB
Fig. 2. Error images and PSNR for recovery by various algorithms from noisy measurements (the maximum intensity of the input image is normalized as
1): SNR “ 30dB, downsample by 3.
difference in performance is not significant. In particular, ObSP and ObHTP performed significantly better than zero filling.
We observed that thresholding and IHT totally failed in this experiment. In this experiment, the step sizes of IHT was fixed
as 1 for its RIP-based guarantees. By employing an empirically tuned step size, the performance of IHT might be improved.
In contrast, ObIHT provided a reasonable performance with a fixed step size.
Fig. 2 also shows that the error in the reconstruction include blocky artifacts that are more severe in the reconstruction by the `1
analysis formulation. This issue can be resolved by replacing the non-overlapping patches by overlapping patches. Furthermore,
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sparse representation of overlapping patches allows more redundancy, which helps reduce the sparse approximation error. In
this case, applying the inverse and the biorthogonal dual of the sparsifying transform are no longer patch-wise operations,
but the inverse operation might be still efficiently computed by solving a structured inverse problem. More generally, the
sparsifying dictionary might be replaced by any redundant dictionary.
However, we do not pursue the various possible the improvements of the reconstruction performance in this paper. As
mentioned earlier, the purpose of the numerical results in this section is just to confirm that the modification made in the
oblique pursuit algorithms from the original ones does not degrade their empirical performance. It turned out fortuitously that
the oblique pursuit algorithms, designed to provide guarantees in terms of the RBOP, also show significant improvement in
empirical performance.
V. CONCLUSION
Previous guarantees for the reconstruction of sparse signals from compressive sensing via random frame matrices by various
practical algorithms were provided in terms of the restricted isometry property (RIP) of the sensing matrix. Previous works
on the RIP focused on scenarios where, to satisfy the isotropy property, the sensing matrix is constructed from i.i.d. samples
from a tight frame according to the uniform distribution. However, the frame might not be tight due to the physics of the
sensing procedure or due to the dictionary that provides a sparse representation. Furthermore, a non-uniform rather than the
uniform distribution is often used for the i.i.d. sampling in practice in compressed sensing, especially in imaging applications,
due to the signal characteristics or due to the limitation imposed by the physics of the applications. To derive guarantees
without idealized assumptions, we proposed to exploit the property of biorthogonality that naturally arises in frame theory. We
generalized the RIP to the restricted biorthogonality property (RBOP) that is satisfied without requiring the isotropy property.
To take advantage of the new RBOP, we extended greedy pursuit algorithms with RIP-based guarantees to new variations –
oblique pursuit algorithms, so that they provide RBOP-based guarantees. These guarantees apply with relaxed conditions on
the sensing matrices and dictionaries, which are satisfied by practical CS imaging schemes. The extension of greedy pursuit
algorithms and their RIP-based guarantees to those based on the RBOP is not restricted to the specific algorithms studied
in this paper. For example, Fast Nesterov’s Iterative Hard Thresholding (FNIHT) [49] is another promising algorithm with a
RIP-based guarantee, which will extend similarly. Finally, we note that although the oblique pursuit algorithms were designed
to provide performance guarantees in the worst-case sense, they also perform competitively with or sometimes significantly
better than their conventional counterparts empirically.
APPENDIX
A. Preliminaries for the Appendix
Definition A.1 (Dilation [55]): The dilation of matrix M is defined by
S pMq fi
»—– 0 M
M˚ 0
fiffifl .
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By definition, S pMq is a Hermitian matrix and its eigenvalues satisfy
λipS pMqq “
$’’&’’%
σipMq if i ď n
´σn´i`1pMq if i ą n.
Definition A.2 (Schur Complement): Let M P Knˆn be a square matrix that can be decomposed as follows:
M “
»—–M11 M12
M21 M22
fiffifl
where M22 P Kqˆq for q ă n is a minor of M , which is also a square matrix. The Schur complement of the block M22 of
the matrix M , denoted by M{M22, is the pn´ qq ˆ pn´ qq matrix defined by
M{M22 fiM11 ´M12M :22M21.
The following lemma extends [56, Theorem 5] to the non-Hermitian case.
Lemma A.3: Let M P Knˆn be a nonsingular matrix and M22 P Kqˆq for q ă n be a minor of M . Then,
σ1pMq ě σ1pM{M22q
and
σjpM{M22q ě σj`qpMq, @j “ 1, . . . , n´ q.
Remark A.4: The analogous result for the Hermitian case [56, Theorem 5] assumed that M is semidefinite and also showed
that
σjpMq ě σjpM{M22q, @j “ 1, . . . , n´ q.
Proof of Lemma A.3: By the Cauchy interlacing theorem, σqpM22q ě σnpMq ą 0; hence, M22 is invertible. Let
M “
»—–M11 M12
M21 M22
fiffifl “
»—–M11 ´M12M´122 M21 0
0 0
fiffifllooooooooooooooooomooooooooooooooooon
“M1
`
»—–M12M´122 M21 M12
M21 M22
fiffiflloooooooooooooomoooooooooooooon
“M2
.
Let M22 “ UΣV ˚ be the singular value decomposition of M22. Then, M2 is factorized as
M2 “
»—–M12V Σ´1{2
UΣ1{2
fiffifl„Σ´1{2U˚M21 Σ1{2V ˚
where the left factor has q linearly independent columns and the right factor has q linearly independent rows. Therefore,
rankpM2q “ q.
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Now, we use Weyl’s inequalities for the eigenvalues of the sum of two Hermitian matrices [57, Theorem III.2.1]. By applying
[57, Theorem III.2.1] to S pM1q and S pM2q, we obtain
λj`qpS pM1q `S pM2qq
ď λjpS pM1qq ` λq`1pS pM2qq
“ λjpS pM1qq, @j “ 1, . . . , n´ q,
where we used the fact that λq`1pS pM2qq “ σq`1pM2q “ 0 since rankpM2q “ q. Therefore,
σj`qpM1 `M2q ď σjpM1q, @j “ 1, . . . , n´ q.
Since M is invertible, M{M22 is also invertible since σn´qpM{M22q ě σnpMq ą 0. The Schur complement pM{M22q´1
is a minor of M´1; hence,
σ1pMq´1 “ σnpM´1q ď σn´qppM{M22q´1q “ σ1pM{M22q´1.
Lemma A.5: Let M P Kmˆm. Then,
σ1pM ´ Imq “ max p1´ σmpMq, σ1pMq ´ 1q .
Proof of Lemma A.5: If M is a Hermitian matrix, then the proof is straightforward since the eigenvalues of M ´ Im are
the eigenvalues of M shifted by 1. Otherwise, by [57, Theorem III.2.8], it follows that
max
kPr2ms
|λkpS pMqq ´ λkpS pImqq|
ď }S pMq ´S pImq}
ď max
kPr2ms
|λkpS pMqq ´ λ2m´k`1pS pImqq|
where S pMq and S pImq are the dilations of M and Im, respectively.
Since
λkpS pMqq “
$’’&’’%
σkpMq k ď m
´σm´k`1pMq k ą m
and
λkpS pImqq “
$’’&’’%
1 k ď m
´1 k ą m,
it follows that
max
kPr2ms
|λkpS pMqq ´ λkpS pImqq|
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“ max
kPr2ms
|λkpS pMqq ´ λ2m´k`1pS pImqq|
“ max p1´ σmpMq, σ1pMq ´ 1q ;
hence,
}M ´ Im} “ }S pM ´ Imq}
“ }S pMq ´S pImq}
“ max p1´ σmpMq, σ1pMq ´ 1q .
Lemma A.6: Let M,ĂM P Kmˆk. Let J1 Ĺ rks and J2 “ rkszJ1. Suppose ĂM˚M has full rank. Then,
}ĂMJ˚2pI|J1| ´MJ1pĂMJ˚1MJ1q:ĂMJ˚1qMJ2 ´ I|J2|} ď }ĂM˚M ´ Ik}.
Proof of Lemma A.6: To simplify the notation, let E fi I|J1| ´MJ1pĂMJ˚1MJ1q:ĂMJ˚1 . By Lemma A.5, it follows that
}ĂMJ˚2EMJ2 ´ I|J2|}
“ max
!
1´ σ|J2|pĂMJ˚2EMJ2q, σ1pĂMJ˚2EMJ2q ´ 1). (A.1)
Furthermore, since ĂM˚M has full rank, (A.1) is upper bounded by Lemma A.3 as
ď max
!
1´ σkpĂM˚Mq, σ1pĂM˚Mq ´ 1)
“ }ĂM˚M ´ Ik} (A.2)
where the last step too follows from Lemma A.5.
Lemma A.7 ( [58, Corollary 5.2]): Suppose that E P Knˆn is idempotent (E2 “ E) and is neither 0 nor In. Then, }In ´
E} “ }E}.
Lemma A.8: Let Ψ, rΨ P Kmˆn. Let P P Knˆn be an orthogonal projector in Kn. Then, for all x, y P Kn,
ˇˇˇˇˇxrΨPx,ΨPyyˇˇ´ ˇˇxPx, Pyyˇˇˇˇˇ ď }P rΨ˚ΨP ´ P } ¨ }x}2 ¨ }y}2. (A.3)
Proof of Lemma A.8: The proof follows from the properties of an inner product:
ˇˇˇˇˇxrΨPx,ΨPyyˇˇ´ ˇˇxPx, Pyyˇˇˇˇˇ
(a)ď
ˇˇˇ
xrΨPx,ΨPyy ´ xPx, Pyyˇˇˇ
(b)“
ˇˇˇ
xx, P rΨ˚ΨPyy ´ xx, Pyyˇˇˇ
“
ˇˇˇ
xx, pP rΨ˚ΨP ´ P qyyˇˇˇ
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ď }P rΨ˚ΨP ´ P } }x}2}y}2
where (a) follows from the triangle inequality, (b) follows since P 2 “ P and P˚ “ P .
B. Proof of Theorem 2.2
ObThres is guaranteed to recover J‹ if
min
jPJ‹ |prΨ˚yqj | ą maxjRJ‹ |prΨ˚yqj |. (A.4)
The jth component of rΨ˚y is given as
prΨ˚yqj “ rψj˚ y “ ej˚ ΠtjurΨ˚ΨΠJx‹ ` rψj˚ z
and satisfies
|prΨ˚yqj ´ px‹qj |
ď |ej˚ ΠtjurΨ˚ΨΠJ‹x‹ ´ px‹qj | ` | rψj˚ z|
“ |ej˚ pΠtjurΨ˚ΨΠJ‹ ´ΠtjuXJ‹qx‹| ` | rψj˚ z|
ď θs`1prΨ˚Ψq}x‹}2 `max
j
} rψj}2}z}2 (A.5)
where the third step follows since
}ΠtjurΨ˚ΨΠJ‹ ´ΠtjuXJ‹}
ď }ΠtjuYJ‹ rΨ˚ΨΠtjuYJ‹ ´ΠtjuYJ‹}
ď θ|tjuYJ‹|prΨ˚Ψq ď θs`1prΨ˚Ψq.
Then, (2.2) is obtained by applying (A.5) to (A.4).
C. Proof of Proposition 2.7
Given J Ĺ J‹, the next step of ObMP given J finds an element from J‹zJ if
max
jPJ‹zJ
ˇˇ rψj˚ pERprΨJ qK,RpΨJ qqyˇˇ
ą max
jPrnszJ‹
ˇˇ rψj˚ pERprΨJ qK,RpΨJ qqyˇˇ. (A.6)
Let E denote ERprΨJ qK,RpΨJ q to simplify the notation. Then, E˚ “ ERpΨJ qK,RprΨJ q is also an oblique projection.
To derive a sufficient condition for (A.6), we first derive a lower bound of the left-hand side of (A.6) in the following:
max
jPJ‹zJ
| rψj˚ Ey| ě max
jPJ‹zJ
| rψj˚ EΨΠJ‹x‹| ´ | rψj˚ Ez|
ě max
jPJ‹zJ
| rψj˚ EΨΠJ‹x‹|loooooooooooomoooooooooooon
p‹q
´}rΨ˚}2,8}E} }z}2. (A.7)
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The term p‹q in (A.7) is bounded from below by
p‹q “ max
jPJ‹zJ
ˇˇˇ rψj˚ EΨΠJ‹zJx‹ ˇˇˇ
“ max
jPJ‹zJ
ˇˇˇ
x rψj , EΨΠJ‹zJx‹yˇˇˇ
“ max
jPJ‹zJ
ˇˇˇ
xrΨΠJ‹zJej , EΨΠJ‹zJx‹yˇˇˇ
(aqě max
jPJ‹zJ
ˇˇxΠJ‹zJej , ΠJ‹zJx‹yˇˇ
´ θs`1prΨ˚Ψq}ΠJ‹zJej}2}ΠJ‹zJx‹}2
“ max
jPJ‹zJ
|px‹qj | ´ θs`1prΨ˚Ψq}ΠJ‹zJx‹}2
“ }ΠJ‹zJx‹}8 ´ θs`1prΨ˚Ψq}ΠJ‹zJx‹}2 (A.8)
where (a) holds by Lemma A.8 since it follows, by Lemma A.6, that
}ΠJ‹zJ rΨ˚EΨΠJ‹zJ ´ΠJ‹zJ}
“ }rΨ˚J‹zJEΨJ‹zJ ´ I|J‹zJ|}
ď }rΨJ˚ΨJ ´ Is} ď θs`1prΨ˚Ψq.
Next, we derive an upper bound on the right-hand side of (A.6) in a similar way:
max
jPrnszJ‹
| rψj˚ Ey| ď max
jPrnszJ‹
| rψj˚ EΨΠJ‹x‹| ` | rψj˚ Ez|
ď max
jPrnszJ‹
| rψj˚ EΨΠJ‹x‹|looooooomooooooon
p‹‹q
`}rΨ˚}2,8}E} }z}2. (A.9)
The term p‹‹q in (A.9) is upper bounded by
p‹‹q “ max
jPrnszJ‹
ˇˇˇ rψj˚ EΨΠpJ‹YtjuqzJx‹ ˇˇˇ
“ max
jPrnszJ‹
ˇˇˇ
x rψj , EΨΠpJ‹YtjuqzJx‹yˇˇˇ
“ max
jPrnszJ‹
ˇˇˇ
xrΨΠpJ‹YtjuqzJej , EΨΠpJ‹YtjuqzJx‹yˇˇˇ
(bqď max
jPrnszJ‹
ˇˇxΠpJ‹YtjuqzJej , ΠpJ‹YtjuqzJx‹yˇˇ
` θs`1prΨ˚Ψq}ΠpJ‹YtjuqzJej}2}ΠpJ‹YtjuqzJx‹}2
“ max
jPrnszJ‹
|px‹qj | ` θs`1prΨ˚Ψq}ΠpJ‹YtjuqzJx‹}2
“ θs`1prΨ˚Ψq}ΠJ‹zJx‹}2 (A.10)
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where (b) follows by Lemma A.8 since it follows by Lemma A.6 that
}ΠpJ‹YtjuqzJ rΨ˚EΨΠpJ‹YtjuqzJ ´ΠpJ‹YtjuqzJ}
ď }rΨ˚pJ‹YtjuqzJEΨpJ‹YtjuqzJ ´ I|pJ‹YtjuqzJ|}
ď }rΨ˚JYtjuΨJYtju ´ Is`1} ď θs`1prΨ˚Ψq.
Applying the bounds in (A.7) (A.10) to (A.6), we conclude that, for the success of the next step, it suffices to satisfy
}ΠJ‹zJx‹}8 ´ 2θs`1prΨ˚Ψq}ΠJ‹zJx‹}2 ą 2}rΨ˚}2,8}E} }z}2.
Then, computing an upper bound on }E} will complete the proof.
When rΨ “ Ψ, E reduces to an orthogonal projection and satisfies }E} ď 1. However, since we propose to use rΨ ‰ Ψ, E
is an oblique projection and }E} is not necessarily bounded by 1.
Since E is idempotent and E is neither 0 or In, by Lemma A.7, it follows that
}E} “ }In ´ E} “ }ERpΨJ q,RprΨJ qK}
“ }ΨJprΨJ˚ΨJq´1rΨJ˚}
ď }ΨJ}}rΨJ}
λsprΨJ˚ΨJq ď }ΨJ
‹}}rΨJ‹}
1´ θs`1prΨ˚Ψq .
D. Proof of Theorem 2.9
The proof for the ObSP case is done by the following four steps. To simplify the notations, let
θ “ θ3sprΨ˚Ψq, δ “ δspΨq, and δ˜ “ δ2sprΨq.
For J “ tj1, . . . , j`u Ă rns, define RJ : Kn Ñ K` by
pRJxqk “ xjk , @k P J, @x P Kn,
which is the reduction map to the subvector indexed by J . The adjoint operator RJ˚ : K` Ñ Kn satisfies
RJ˚y “
ÿ`
k“1
pyqkejk
where ek is the kth column of In.
Lemma A.9 (Step 1): Under the assumptions of Theorem 2.9,
}xt`1 ´ x‹}2 ď ρ1}ΠJ‹zJt`1x‹}2 ` τ1}z}2
where ρ1 and τ1 are given by
ρ1 “ 1?
1´ θ2 and τ1 “
a
1` δ˜
1´ θ .
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Lemma A.10 (Step 2): Under the assumptions of Theorem 2.9,
}ΠJ‹zJt`1x‹}2 ď ρ2}ΠJ‹z rJt`1x‹}2 ` τ2}z}2
where ρ2 and τ2 are given by
ρ2 “ 1` θ
1´ θ and τ2 “
2
a
1` δ˜
1´ θ .
Lemma A.11 (Step 3): Under the assumptions of Theorem 2.9,
}ΠJ‹z rJt`1x‹}2 ď ρ3}ΠJ‹zJtx‹}2 ` τ3}z}2
where ρ3 and τ3 are given by
ρ3 “ max
ˆ
θ
1´ θ ,
2θp1´ θq
1` 2θ ` 2θ2
˙
and
τ3 “ max
ˆ
1
1´ θ ,
2p1´ θq
1` 2θ ` 2θ2
˙
2
?
1` δp1` δ˜q
1´ θ
(Step 4): Finally, because supp pxtq “ Jt,
}ΠJ‹zJtx‹}2 “ }ΠJ‹zJtpxt ´ x‹q}2 ď }xt ´ x‹}2.
Then, ρ and τ are given as
ρ “ ρ1ρ2ρ3 and τ “ τ1 ` ρ1τ2 ` ρ1ρ2τ3.
If we let rΨ “ Ψ, ObSP reduces to SP, and the RBOP-based guarantee for ObSP also reduces to the RIP-based guarantee
of SP. However, compared to the original guarantee [12], the guarantee of SP obtained from Theorem 2.9 requires a less
demanding RIP condition.
The results for the other algorithms (ObCoSaMP, ObHTP, and ObIHT) are obtained from the corresponding results for the
conventional algorithms (CoSaMP, HTP, and IHT) [14], [51]. We only need to replace Ψ˚Ψ by rΨ˚Ψ in the algorithms and
replace δkspΨq by θksprΨ˚Ψq in the guarantees.
Constants ρ and τ are explicitly given as follows:
‚ ObCoSaMP
ρ “
d
4θ4sprΨ˚Ψq2p1` 3θ4sprΨ˚Ψq2q
1´ θ4sprΨ˚Ψq2 ,
τ “
¨˝d
2p1` 3θ4sprΨ˚Ψq2q
1´ θ4sprΨ˚Ψq2 `
b
1` 3θ4sprΨ˚Ψq2
1´ θ4sprΨ˚Ψq `
?
3‚˛b1` δ4sprΨq.
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‚ ObSP
ρ “ θ3sp
rΨ˚Ψqb1` θ3sprΨ˚Ψqb
1´ θ3sprΨ˚Ψq max
#
1
p1´ θ3sprΨ˚Ψqq2 , 21` 2θ3sprΨ˚Ψq ` 2θ3sprΨ˚Ψq2
+
,
τ “
b
1` δ2sprΨq
1´ θ3sprΨ˚Ψq `
b
1` δ2sprΨq
p1´ θ3sprΨ˚Ψqqb1´ θ3sprΨ˚Ψq2
` 2
a
1` δspΨqp1` δ2sprΨqqb1` θ3sprΨ˚Ψqb
1´ θ3sprΨ˚Ψq ¨ p1´ θ3sprΨ˚Ψqq
¨max
#
1
p1´ θ3sprΨ˚Ψqq2 , 21` 2θ3sprΨ˚Ψq ` 2θ3sprΨ˚Ψq2
+
.
‚ ObHTP
ρ “
d
2θ3sprΨ˚Ψq2
1´ θ3sprΨ˚Ψq2 ,
τ “
˜d
2
1´ θ3sprΨ˚Ψq2 ` 11´ θ3sprΨ˚Ψq
¸b
1` δ2sprΨq.
‚ ObIHT
ρ “ 2θ3sprΨ˚Ψq and τ “ 2b1` δ2sprΨq.
Lemma A.10 is of independent interest to provide the finite convergence in Theorem 2.12. We stated Lemma A.10 as
Lemma 2.10 in Section II. For ObCoSaMP and ObHTP, similar lemmata are obtained with a slight modification from the
corresponding results [14], [51]. Constants ρ¯ and τ¯ in Lemma 2.10 are explicitly given as follows:
‚ ObCoSaMP
ρ¯ “
d
1` 3θ4sprΨ˚Ψq2
1´ θ4sprΨ˚Ψq2
τ¯ “
¨˝b
1` 3θ4sprΨ˚Ψq2
1´ θ4sprΨ˚Ψq `
?
3‚˛b1` δ4sprΨq.
‚ ObSP
ρ¯ “ 1b
1´ θ3sprΨ˚Ψq2 , τ¯ “
b
1` δ4sprΨq
1´ θ3sprΨ˚Ψq .
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‚ ObHTP
ρ¯ “ 1b
1´ θ3sprΨ˚Ψq2 , τ¯ “
b
1` δ4sprΨq
1´ θ3sprΨ˚Ψq .
Proof of Lemma A.9: Lemma A.9 is an extension of the analogous result by Foucart [51] to the biorthogonal case. The
modification is done by replacing some matrices and introducing the RBOP instead of the RIP. We repeat the proof with
appropriate modifications as a guiding example that shows how to modify the derivations using the RBOP.
Recall that xt`1 is given as
xt`1 “ arg min
x
t}rΨJ˚t`1py ´Ψxq} : supp pxq Ă Jt`1u.
Therefore, by the optimality condition of the least square problem, it follows that
prΨJ˚t`1Ψq˚rΨJ˚t`1py ´Ψxt`1q “ 0,
but, by the RBOP, rΨJ˚t`1Ψ has full row rank; hence,
rΨJ˚t`1py ´Ψxt`1q “ rΨJ˚t`1pΨpx‹ ´ xt`1q ` zq “ 0,
which implies
ΠJt`1
rΨ˚Ψpxt`1 ´ x‹q “ ΠJt`1 rΨ˚z. (A.11)
Now,
}ΠJt`1pxt`1 ´ x‹q}22
“ xxt`1 ´ x‹, ΠJt`1pxt`1 ´ x‹qy
“ xxt`1 ´ x‹, pIn ´Ψ˚rΨqΠJt`1pxt`1 ´ x‹qy
` xxt`1 ´ x‹, Ψ˚rΨΠJt`1pxt`1 ´ x‹qy
“ xΠJ‹YJt`1pxt`1 ´ x‹q, pIn ´Ψ˚rΨqΠJt`1pxt`1 ´ x‹qy
` xΠJt`1 rΨ˚Ψpxt`1 ´ x‹q, ΠJt`1pxt`1 ´ x‹qy
(a)“ xxt`1 ´ x‹, ΠJ‹YJt`1pIn ´Ψ˚rΨqΠJt`1pxt`1 ´ x‹qy
` xΠJt`1 rΨ˚z, ΠJt`1pxt`1 ´ x‹qy
(b)ď θ}xt`1 ´ x‹}2}ΠJt`1pxt`1 ´ x‹q}2
`
b
1` δ˜}z}2}ΠJt`1pxt`1 ´ x‹q}2 (A.12)
where (a) follows from (A.11), and (b) holds since
}ΠJ‹YJt`1pIn ´Ψ˚rΨqΠJt`1}
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“ }ΠJ‹YJt`1pIn ´Ψ˚rΨqΠJ‹YJt`1ΠJt`1}
ď }Iq ´ΨJ˚‹YJt`1 rΨJ˚YJt`1} ď θ
where q “ |J‹ Y Jt`1| ď 2s.
It follows from (A.12) that
}ΠJt`1pxt`1 ´ x‹q}2 ď θ}xt`1 ´ x‹}2 `
b
1` δ˜}z}2.
Therefore, (A.12) implies
}xt`1 ´ x‹}22
“ }ΠJt`1pxt`1 ´ x‹q}22 ` }ΠJ‹zJt`1pxt`1 ´ x‹q}22
ď
ˆ
θ}xt`1 ´ x‹}2 `
b
1` δ˜}z}2
˙2
` }ΠJ‹zJt`1x‹}22;
hence, we have
}xt`1 ´ x‹}2
ď
θ
a
1` δ˜}z}2 `
b
p1´ θ2q}ΠJ‹zJt`1x‹}22 ` p1` δ˜q}z}22
1´ θ2
ď 1?
1´ θ2 }ΠJ‹zJt`1x
‹}2 `
a
1` δ˜
1´ θ }z}2.
Proof of Lemma A.10: Recall that Jt`1 is chosen as the subset of rJt`1 corresponding to the s largest elements of
prΨ˚rJt`1Ψ rJt`1q´1rΨ˚rJt`1y; hence, it satisfies
}ΠJt`1R˚rJt`1prΨ˚rJt`1Ψ rJt`1q´1rΨ˚rJt`1y}
ě }ΠJ‹R˚rJt`1prΨ˚rJt`1Ψ rJt`1q´1rΨ˚rJt`1y},
which implies
}Π rJt`1zJt`1R˚rJt`1prΨ˚rJt`1Ψ rJt`1q´1rΨ˚rJt`1y}
ď }Π rJt`1zJ‹R˚rJt`1prΨ˚rJt`1Ψ rJt`1q´1rΨ˚rJt`1y}. (A.13)
The left-hand side of (A.13) is the norm of the following term:
Π rJt`1zJt`1R˚rJt`1prΨ˚rJt`1Ψ rJt`1q´1rΨ˚rJt`1y
“ Π rJt`1zJt`1R˚rJt`1prΨ˚rJt`1Ψ rJt`1q´1rΨ˚rJt`1pΨx‹ ` zq
“ Π rJt`1zJt`1R˚rJt`1prΨ˚rJt`1Ψ rJt`1q´1rΨ˚rJt`1
¨ pΨΠ rJt`1x‹ `ΨΠJ‹z rJt`1x‹ ` zq. (A.14)
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The first summand in (A.14) is rewritten as
Π rJt`1zJt`1R˚rJt`1prΨ rJt`1Ψ rJt`1q´1rΨ˚rJt`1ΨΠ rJt`1x‹
“ Π rJt`1zJt`1R˚rJt`1prΨ˚rJt`1Ψ rJt`1q´1rΨ˚rJt`1Ψ rJt`1R rJt`1x‹
“ Π rJt`1zJt`1R˚rJt`1R rJt`1x‹
“ Π rJt`1zJt`1Π rJt`1x‹
“ Π rJt`1zJt`1x‹. (A.15)
By the RBOP, the other summands in (A.14) are bounded from above in the `2 norm by
}Π rJt`1zJt`1R˚rJt`1prΨ˚rJt`1Ψ rJt`1q´1rΨ˚rJt`1ΨΠJ‹z rJt`1x‹}2
ď }prΨ˚rJt`1Ψ rJt`1q´1} ¨ }rΨ˚rJt`1ΨΠJ‹z rJt`1x‹}2
ď θ
1´ θ }ΠJ‹z rJt`1x‹}2 (A.16)
and by
}Π rJt`1zJt`1R˚rJt`1prΨ˚rJt`1Ψ rJt`1q´1rΨ˚rJt`1z}2 ď
a
1` δ˜
1´ θ }z}2. (A.17)
Combining eqs. (A.14) to (A.17) implies that the left-hand side of (A.13) is lower bounded by
}Π rJt`1zJt`1x‹}2 ´ θ1´ θ }ΠJ‹z rJt`1x‹}2 ´
a
1` δ˜
1´ θ }z}2. (A.18)
The right-hand side of (A.13) is the norm of the following term:
Π rJt`1zJ‹R˚rJt`1prΨ˚rJt`1Ψ rJt`1q´1rΨ˚rJt`1y
“ Π rJt`1zJ‹R˚rJt`1prΨ˚rJt`1Ψ rJt`1q´1rΨ˚rJt`1pΨx‹ ` zq
“ Π rJt`1zJ‹R˚rJt`1prΨ˚rJt`1Ψ rJt`1q´1rΨ˚rJt`1
¨ pΨΠ rJt`1x‹ `ΨΠJ‹z rJt`1x‹ ` zq. (A.19)
Similarly to (A.15), the first summand in (A.19) is rewritten as
Π rJt`1zJ‹R˚rJt`1prΨ rJt`1y˚Ψ rJt`1q´1rΨ˚rJt`1ΨΠ rJt`1x‹ “ Π rJt`1zJ‹x‹ “ 0. (A.20)
In a similar way, the other summands in (A.19) are bounded from above in the `2 norm by
}Π rJt`1zJ‹R˚rJt`1prΨ˚rJt`1Ψ rJt`1q´1rΨ˚rJt`1ΨΠJ‹z rJt`1x‹}2 ď θ1´ θ }ΠJ‹z rJt`1x‹}2 (A.21)
and
}Π rJt`1zJ‹R˚rJt`1prΨ˚rJt`1Ψ rJt`1q´1rΨ˚rJt`1z}2 ď
a
1` δ˜
1´ θ }z}2. (A.22)
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Combining eqs. (A.19) to (A.22) implies that the right-hand side of (A.13) is upper bounded by
θ
1´ θ }ΠJ‹z rJt`1x‹}2 `
a
1` δ˜
1´ θ }z}2. (A.23)
Therefore, by (A.18) and (A.23), we have
}Π rJt`1zJt`1x‹}2 ď 2θ1´ θ }ΠJ‹z rJt`1x‹}2 `
2
a
1` δ˜
1´ θ }z}2. (A.24)
Note that J‹zJt`1 “ pJ‹z rJt`1q Y pJ‹X p rJt`1zJt`1qq and J‹z rJt`1 and J‹X p rJt`1zJt`1q are disjoint. Therefore, since x‹
is supported on J‹, it follows that
}ΠJ‹zJt`1x‹}22 “ }ΠJ‹z rJt`1x‹}22 ` }Π rJt`1zJt`1x‹}22. (A.25)
Applying (A.25) to (A.24), we obtain
b
}ΠJ‹zJt`1x‹}22 ´ }ΠJ‹z rJt`1x‹}22 ď 2θ1´ θ }ΠJ‹z rJt`1x‹}2 `
2
a
1` δ˜
1´ θ }z}2,
which implies the desired inequality after simplification using
?
a2 ` b2 ď a` b for a, b ě 0.
Proof of Lemma A.11: The last step in each iteration of ObSP updates xt by xt “ RJ˚tprΨJ˚tΨJtq´1rΨJ˚ty. Since Ψ
and rΨ satisfy the RBOP, by Lemma 2.4, ΨJtprΨJ˚tΨJtq´1rΨJ˚t is a valid oblique projector onto RpΨJtq along RprΨJtqK.
Then, In ´ ΨJtprΨJ˚tΨJtq´1rΨJ˚t and rΨJtpΨJ˚t rΨJtq´1ΨJ˚t are also oblique projectors. Let E denote the oblique projection
In ´ΨJtprΨJ˚tΨJtq´1rΨJ˚t to simplify the notation. Then,
rΨ˚py ´Ψxtq “ rΨ˚Ey.
Let sJ fi supp´Hs`rΨ˚Ey˘¯ .
Since E˚ rψj “ 0 for all j P Jt, it follows that sJ is disjoint from Jt.
By definition of sJ , we have
}rΨ s˚JEy}2 ě }rΨJ˚‹Ey}2.
hence, it follows that
}rΨ s˚JzJ‹Ey}2 ě }rΨ˚J‹z sJEy}2. (A.26)
Since Ebj “ 0 for all j P Jt, the left-hand side of (A.26) is the norm of the following term:
rΨ s˚JzJ‹Ey “ rΨ s˚JzJ‹EpΨΠJ‹zJtx‹ ` zq. (A.27)
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The first summand in (A.27) is upper bounded by
}rΨ s˚JzJ‹EΨΠJ‹zJtx‹}2 ď }rΨ s˚JzJ‹EΨJ‹zJt}looooooooomooooooooon
p˚q
}ΠJ‹zJtx‹}2
where p˚q is upper bounded by
}Π sJzJ‹ rΨ˚EΨΠJ‹zJt}
“ }Π sJzJ‹prΨ˚EΨ´ InqΠJ‹zJt}
ď }Πp sJYJ‹qzJtprΨ˚EΨ´ InqΠp sJYJ‹qzJt}
“ }rΨ˚p sJYJ‹qzJtEΨp sJYJ‹qzJt ´ I|p sJYJ‹qzJt|}
ď }rΨ s˚JYJ‹Ψ sJYJ‹ ´ I| sJYJ‹|} ď θ.
Therefore,
}rΨ s˚JzJ‹EΨΠJ‹zJtx‹}2 ď θ}ΠJ‹zJtx‹}2. (A.28)
The first summand in (A.27) is upper bounded by
}rΨ s˚JzJ‹Ez}2
ď }rΨ s˚JzJ‹}}E}}z}2
(a)ď
b
1` δ˜}In ´ E}}z}2
“
b
1` δ˜}ΨJtprΨJ˚tΨJtq´1rΨJ˚t}}z}2
ď
?
1` δp1` δ˜q
1´ θ }z}2 (A.29)
where (a) follows from Lemma A.7.
The right-hand side of (A.26) is the norm of the following term:
rΨ˚
J‹z sJEy “ rΨ˚J‹z rJt`1Ey
“ rΨ˚
J‹z rJt`1EpΨΠJ‹zJtx‹ ` zq
“ rΨ˚
J‹z rJt`1EpΨΠJ‹z rJt`1x‹ `ΨΠJ‹X sJx‹ ` zq (A.30)
where the first equality holds since E˚ rψj “ 0 for all j P Jt and the last equality holds since J‹zJt “ pJ‹z rJt`1q Y pJ‹ X sJq,
and J‹z rJt`1 and J‹ X sJ are disjoint.
The first term in (A.30) is lower bounded by
}rΨ˚
J‹z rJt`1EΨΠJ‹z rJt`1x‹}2
ě σ|J‹z rJt`1|prΨ˚J‹z rJt`1EΨJ‹z rJt`1q}ΠJ‹z rJt`1x‹}2
ě σ|J‹z sJ|prΨ˚J‹z sJΨJ‹z sJq}ΠJ‹z rJt`1x‹}2
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ě p1´ θq}ΠJ‹z rJt`1x‹}2. (A.31)
The second term in (A.30) is lower bounded by
}rΨ˚
J‹z rJt`1EΨΠJ‹X sJx‹}2 ď }rΨ˚J‹z rJt`1EΨΠJ‹X sJ}loooooooooooomoooooooooooon
p˚˚q
}ΠJ‹X sJx‹}2
where p˚˚q is further upper bounded by
}rΨ˚
J‹z rJt`1EΨΠJ‹X sJ}
“ }ΠJ‹z rJt`1 rΨ˚EΨΠJ‹X sJ}
“ }ΠJ‹z rJt`1prΨ˚EΨ´ InqΠJ‹X sJ}
ď }ΠpJ‹z rJt`1qYpJ‹X sJqprΨ˚EΨ´ InqΠpJ‹z rJt`1qYpJ‹X sJq}
ď }rΨ˚pJ‹z rJt`1qYpJ‹X sJqEΨpJ‹z rJt`1qYpJ‹X sJq ´ I|pJ‹z rJt`1qYpJ‹X sJq|}
ď }rΨ˚pJ‹z rJt`1qYpJ‹X sJqEΨpJ‹z rJt`1qYpJ‹X sJq ´ I|pJ‹z rJt`1qYpJ‹X sJq|}
ď }rΨJ˚‹YJtΨJ‹YJt ´ I|J‹YJt|} ď θ.
Therefore,
}rΨ˚
J‹z rJt`1EΨΠJ‹X sJx‹}2 ď θ}ΠJ‹X sJx‹}2. (A.32)
The last term in (A.30) is upper bounded by
}rΨ˚J‹zJtEz}2 ď
?
1` δp1` δ˜q
1´ θ }z}2. (A.33)
Applying eqs. (A.27) to (A.33) to eq. (A.26), we obtain
θ}ΠJ‹zJtx‹}2 `
?
1` δp1` δ˜q
1´ θ }z}2
ě p1´ θq}ΠJ‹z rJt`1x‹} ´ θ}ΠJ‹X sJx‹}2 ´
?
1` δp1` δ˜q
1´ θ }z}2. (A.34)
Since
}ΠJ‹zJtx‹}22 “ }ΠJ‹z rJt`1x‹}22 ` }ΠJ‹X sJx‹}22,
(A.34) implies
θ}ΠJ‹zJtx‹}2 `
2
?
1` δp1` δ˜q
1´ θ }z}2
ě p1´ θq}ΠJ‹z rJt`1x‹}2 ´ θ
b
}ΠJ‹zJtx‹}22 ´ }ΠJ‹z rJt`1x‹}22. (A.35)
The final result is obtained by simplifying (A.35).
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To simplify the notation, let
a “ }ΠJ‹z rJt`1x‹}2
b “ }ΠJ‹zJtx‹}2
c “ 2
?
1` δp1` δ˜q
1´ θ }z}2.
Then, (A.35) reduces to
θb` c ě p1´ θqa´ θ
a
b2 ´ a2,
which is equivalent to
θ
a
b2 ´ a2 ě p1´ θqa´ pθb` cq.
If p1´ θqa ď θb` c, then
a ď θ
1´ θ b`
1
1´ θ c. (A.36)
Otherwise, if p1´ θqa ą θb` c, we have
θ2pb2 ´ a2q ě pp1´ θqa´ θb´ cq2 ,
which implies
p2θ2 ` 2θ ` 1qa2 ´ 2p1´ θqpθb` cqa` pθb` cq2 ´ θ2b2 ď 0.
Therefore,
a ď 2θp1´ θq
2θ2 ` 2θ ` 1b`
2p1´ θq
2θ2 ` 2θ ` 1c. (A.37)
Combining eqs. (A.36) and (A.37) completes the proof.
E. Proof of Theorem 3.1
Let X be a random variable defined as
X fi max
|J|“s
›››››ΠJ ´rΨ˚Ψ´ ErΨ˚Ψ¯ΠJ
›››››.
Let ξk and ζk be the transposed kth row of
?
mΨ and
?
mrΨ, respectively, for all k P rns. By the assumption, pξkqmk“1 and
pζkqmk“1 are sequences of independent random vectors such that
Eξkξ˚k “ EΨ˚Ψ and Eζkζ˚k “ ErΨ˚rΨ
for all k P rms. Then, X is rewritten as
X “ max
|J|“s
›››››ΠJ
˜
1
m
mÿ
k“1
pζkξ˚k ´ Eζkξ˚k q
¸
ΠJ
›››››.
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Like the RIP analysis for the Hermitian case [18], [20], the first step is to show
EX ď 8δ
9
.
By symmetrization [20, Lemma 6.7], EX is bounded from above by
EX ď 2Emax
|J|“s
›››››ΠJ
˜
1
m
mÿ
k“1
kζkξ
˚
k
¸
ΠJ
››››› “ 2mEmax|J|“s
›››››ΠJ
˜
mÿ
k“1
kζkξ
˚
k
¸
ΠJ
››››› (A.38)
where pkqmk“1 is a Rademacher sequence independent of pξkqmk“1 and pζkqmk“1.
Define random variables X1 and X2 by
X1 fi max|J|“s
›››››ΠJ pΨ˚Ψ´ EΨ˚ΨqΠJ
›››››
X2 fi max|J|“s
›››››ΠJ ´rΨ˚rΨ´ ErΨ˚rΨ¯ΠJ
›››››.
Then, X1 and X2 are rewritten as
X1 “ max|J|“s
›››››ΠJ
˜
1
m
mÿ
k“1
ξkξ
˚
k ´ Eξkξ˚k
¸
ΠJ
›››››
X2 “ max|J|“s
›››››ΠJ
˜
1
m
mÿ
k“1
ζkζ
˚
k ´ Eζkζ˚k
¸
ΠJ
›››››.
By symmetrization, EX1 and EX2 are bounded from above by
EX1 ď 2
m
Emax
|J|“s
›››››ΠJ
˜
mÿ
k“1
kξkξ
˚
k
¸
ΠJ
›››››
EX2 ď 2
m
Emax
|J|“s
›››››ΠJ
˜
mÿ
k“1
kζkζ
˚
k
¸
ΠJ
›››››.
Lemma A.12 ( [18, Lemma 3.8]): Let phkqmk“1 be vectors in Kn. Let Kh fi maxk }hk}8. Then,
E max|J|“s
›››››ΠJ
˜
mÿ
k“1
khkh
˚
k
¸
ΠJ
›››››
ď C3?s ln s
?
lnn
?
lnmKh max|J|“s
›››››ΠJ
˜
mÿ
k“1
hkh
˚
k
¸
ΠJ
›››››
1{2
.
Since maxk }ξk}8 ď K, by Lemma A.12, it follows that
EX1 ď 2C3
c
s
m
ln s
?
lnn
?
lnmK
a
EX1 ` 1` θspEΨ˚Ψq.
If
2C3
c
s
m
ln s
?
lnn
?
lnmK
a
2` θspEΨ˚Ψq ď δ1
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for some δ1 ă 1, then EX1 ď δ1 and it follows that
2C3
c
s
m
ln s
?
lnn
?
lnmKEmax
|J|“s
›››››ΠJ
˜
1
m
mÿ
k“1
ξkξ
˚
k
¸
ΠJ
›››››
1{2
ď 2C3
c
s
m
ln s
?
lnn
?
lnmK
a
EX1 ` 1` θspEΨ˚Ψq
ď 2C3
c
s
m
ln s
?
lnn
?
lnmK
a
δ1 ` 1` θspEΨ˚Ψq
ď 2C3
c
s
m
ln s
?
lnn
?
lnmK
a
2` θspEΨ˚Ψq ď δ1. (A.39)
Since maxk }ζk}8 ď rK, by Lemma A.12, it follows that
EX2 ď 2C3
c
s
m
ln s
?
lnn
?
lnm rKbEX2 ` 1` θspErΨ˚rΨq.
Similarly, if
2C3
c
s
m
ln s
?
lnn
?
lnm rKb2` θspErΨ˚rΨq ď δ2
for some δ2 ă 1, then EX2 ď δ2; hence,
2C3
c
s
m
ln s
?
lnn
?
lnm rK
¨ Emax
|J|“s
›››››ΠJ
˜
1
m
mÿ
k“1
ζkζ
˚
k
¸
ΠJ
›››››
1{2
ď δ2. (A.40)
Unlike the conventional RIP analyses [18], [20], matrices pζkξ˚k qmk“1 are not Hermitian symmetric. The following lemma is
modified from Lemma A.12 to get a bound on EX for the non-Hermitian case.
Lemma A.13: Let phkqmk“1 and prhkqmk“1 be vectors in Kn. Let Kh fi maxk }hk}8 and Krh fi maxk }rhk}8. Then,
E max|J|“s
›››››ΠJ
˜
mÿ
k“1
krhkh˚k
¸
ΠJ
›››››
ď C3?s ln s
?
lnn
?
lnm
¨
«
Kh max|J|“s
›››››ΠJ
˜
mÿ
k“1
hkh
˚
k
¸
ΠJ
›››››
1{2
`Krh max|J|“s
›››››ΠJ
˜
mÿ
k“1
rhkrh˚k
¸
ΠJ
›››››
1{2ff
. (A.41)
Proof of Lemma A.13: By a comparison principle [59, inequality (4.8)], the left-hand side of (A.41), denoted by E1, is
bounded from above by
E1 ď
?
pi
2
Eg max|J|“s
›››››ΠJ
˜
mÿ
k“1
gkrhkh˚k
¸
ΠJ
››››› “
?
pi
2
Eg max|J|“s
max
x,yPBJ2
ˇˇˇˇ
ˇ mÿ
k“1
gky
˚rhkh˚kx
ˇˇˇˇ
ˇ
where pgkqmk“1 is the standard i.i.d. Gaussian sequence and BJ2 fi tx P Kn : }x}2 ď 1, supp pxq Ă Ju.
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Define a Gaussian process Gx,y indexed by px, yq P Kn ˆKn as
Gx,y fi
mÿ
k“1
gky
˚rhkh˚kx.
By Dudley’s inequality, E1 is bounded from above by
E1 ď C4
ż 8
0
´
lnN
` ď
|J|“s
`BJ2 ˆ BJ2 ˘, d, u˘¯1{2du
where NpB, d, uq is the covering number of set B with respect to the metric d, induced from the Gaussian process Gx,y by
dppx, yq, px1, y1qq fi `E|Gx,y ´Gx1,y1 |2˘1{2 .
Let
M1 fi max|J|“s
›››››ΠJ
˜
mÿ
k“1
hkh
˚
k
¸
ΠJ
›››››
1{2
and
M2 fi max|J|“s
›››››ΠJ
˜
mÿ
k“1
rhkrh˚k
¸
ΠJ
›››››
1{2
.
Define
}x}h fi max
kPrns
|h˚kx| and }x}rh fi max
kPrns
|rh˚kx|
for x P Kn. Then, } ¨ }h and } ¨ }rh are valid norms on Kn induced by phkqmk“1 and prhkqmk“1, respectively.
Let x, x1, y1, y1 be arbitrary s-sparse vectors in Kn. Then, dppx, yq, px1, yqq is upper bounded by
dppx, yq, px1, yqq2 “ E|Gx,y ´Gx1,y|2
“ Eˇˇ mÿ
k“1
gky
˚rhkh˚kpx´ x1qˇˇ2
ď max
kPrns
|h˚kpx´ x1q|2E
ˇˇ mÿ
k“1
gky
˚rhk ˇˇ2
“ max
kPrns
|h˚kpx´ x1q|2
mÿ
k“1
|y˚rhk|2
“ }x´ x1}2h|h˚kpx´ x1q|2
mÿ
k“1
y˚rhkrh˚ky
ďM22 }x´ x1}2h (A.42)
where the fourth step follows since pgkqmk“1 is the standard i.i.d. Gaussian sequence.
Similarly, dppx1, yq, px1, y1qq is upper bounded by
dppx1, yq, px1, y1qq ďM1}y ´ y1}rh. (A.43)
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Then, by the triangle inequality and eqs. (A.42) and (A.43), it follows that
dppx, yq, px1, y1qq ď dppx, yq, px1, yqq ` dppx1, yq, px1, y1qq
ďM2}x´ x1}h `M1}y ´ y1}rh;
Hence,
´
lnN
` ď
|J|“s
`BJ2 ˆ BJ2 ˘, d, u˘¯1{2
ď
´
lnN
` ď
|J|“s
BJ2 ,M2} ¨ }h, u{2
˘¯1{2
`
´
lnN
` ď
|J|“s
BJ2 ,M1} ¨ }rh, u{2˘¯1{2
ď 2M2?s
´
lnN
` ď
|J|“s
1?
s
BJ2 , } ¨ }h, u
˘¯1{2
` 2M1
´
lnN
` ď
|J|“s
1?
s
BJ2 , } ¨ }rh, u˘¯1{2.
The remaining steps are identical to the Hermitian case ( [20, Lemma 8.2], [18, Lemma 3.8]) and we do not reproduce the
details. We obtain the desired bound by notingż 8
0
´
lnN
` ď
|J|“s
1?
s
BJ2 , } ¨ }h, u
˘¯1{2
ď C4Kh ln s
?
lnn
?
lnm
and ż 8
0
´
lnN
` ď
|J|“s
1?
s
BJ2 , } ¨ }rh, u˘¯1{2
ď C4Krh ln s?lnn?lnm,
which have been shown in the proof of [18, Lemma 3.8].
Let
δ1 “ K
a
2` θspEΨ˚Ψq
K
a
2` θspEΨ˚Ψq ` rKb2` θspErΨ˚rΨq ¨
8δ
9
and
δ2 “
rKb2` θspErΨ˚rΨq
K
a
2` θspEΨ˚Ψq ` rKb2` θspErΨ˚rΨq ¨
8δ
9
.
Applying Lemma A.13 to (A.38), we obtain the following bound on EX . If
2C3
c
s
m
ln s
?
lnn
?
lnm
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ď p8{9qδ
K
a
2` θspEΨ˚Ψq ` rKb2` θspErΨ˚rΨq ,
then
EX ď 2Emax
|J|“s
›››››ΠJ
˜
mÿ
k“1
kζkξ
˚
k
¸
ΠJ
›››››
ď 2C3
c
s
m
ln s
?
lnn
?
lnm
¨ E
«
K max
|J|“s
›››››ΠJ
˜
1
m
mÿ
k“1
ξkξ
˚
k
¸
ΠJ
›››››
1{2
` rK max
|J|“s
›››››ΠJ
˜
1
m
mÿ
k“1
ζkζ
˚
k
¸
ΠJ
›››››
1{2ff
ď δ1 ` δ2 “ 8δ
9
where the last inequality follows from (A.39) and (A.40).
The second step is to show that X is concentrated around EX with high probability. The corresponding result for the
Hermitian case [20, Section 8.6] has been derived using a probabilistic upper bound on a random variable defined as the
supremum of an empirical process [20, Theorem 6.25]. We show that the derivation for the Hermitian case [20, Section 8.6]
extends to the non-Hermitian case with slight modifications.
Let BJ2 fi tx P Kn : }x}2 ď 1, supp pxq Ă Ju. Since BJ2 is closed under the multiplication with any scalar of unit modulus,
mX is written as
mX “ max
|J|“s
max
x,yPBJ2
ˇˇˇˇ
ˇ mÿ
k“1
y˚pζkξ˚k ´ Eζkξ˚k qx
ˇˇˇˇ
ˇ “ max|J|“s maxx,yPBJ2 Re
˜
mÿ
k“1
y˚pζkξ˚k ´ Eζkξ˚k qx
¸
.
Define fx,y : Knˆn Ñ R by
fx,ypZq fi Re py˚pZ ´ EZqxq .
Then, Efx,ypζkξ˚k q “ 0 for all k P rms and mX is rewritten as
mX “ max
x,y
! mÿ
k“1
fx,ypζkξ˚k q : px, yq P
ď
|J|“s
`BJ2 ˆ BJ2 ˘ ).
Let k P rms be fixed. Let x, y P BJ2 . Then,
|fx,ypζkξ˚k q| ď |y˚ΠJpζkξ˚k ´ Eζkξ˚k qΠJx|
ď ››ΠJpζkξ˚k ´ Eζkξ˚k qΠJ››`n2Ñ`n2
ď ››ΠJpζkξ˚k ´ Eζkξ˚k qΠJ››1{2`n1Ñ`n1
¨ ››ΠJpζkξ˚k ´ Eζkξ˚k qΠJ››1{2`n8Ñ`n8
“ ››ΠJpζkξ˚k ´ Eζkξ˚k qΠJ››1{2`n1Ñ`n1
¨ ››ΠJpξkζ˚k ´ Eξkζ˚k qΠJ››1{2`n1Ñ`n1 (A.44)
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where the third inequality follows from Schur’s interpolation theorem [60].
We derive an upper bound on
››ΠJpζkξ˚k ´ Eζkξ˚k qΠJ››`n1Ñ`n1 by››ΠJpζkξ˚k ´ Eζkξ˚k qΠJ››`n1Ñ`n1
ď ››ΠJζkξ˚kΠJ››`n1Ñ`n1 ` ››ΠJEζkξ˚kΠJ››`n1Ñ`n1
ď ››ΠJζkξ˚kΠJ››`n1Ñ`n1 ` E››ΠJζkξ˚kΠJ››`n1Ñ`n1
ď 2sK rK (A.45)
where the second inequality follows from Jensen’s inequality, and the last step holds since
››ΠJζkξ˚kΠJ››`n1Ñ`n1 ď s}ζk}8}ξk}8 ď sK rK.
Similarly, we have ››ΠJpξkζ˚k ´ Eξkζ˚k qΠJ››`n1Ñ`n1 ď 2sK rK. (A.46)
By applying eqs. (A.45) and (A.46) to (A.44), we obtain
|fx,ypζkξ˚k q| ď 2sK rK. (A.47)
Since k was arbitrary, (A.47) implies that fx,ypζkξ˚k q is uniformly bounded for all px, yq P
Ť
|J|“s
`BJ2 ˆ BJ2 ˘ and for all
k P rms.
We also verify that the second moment of fx,ypζkξ˚k q is uniformly bounded by
E|fx,ypζkξ˚k q|2
“ E |y˚ΠJpζkξ˚k ´ Eζkξ˚k qΠJx|2
ď E››ΠJpζkξ˚k ´ Eζkξ˚k qΠJx››22
“ E
”
x˚
´
}ΠJζk}22ΠJξkξ˚kΠJ ´ΠJpEξkζ˚k qΠJζkξ˚kΠJ
´ΠJξkζ˚kΠJpEζkξ˚k qΠJ `ΠJpEξkζ˚k qΠJpEζkξ˚k qΠJ
¯
x
ı
“ x˚
´
}ΠJζk}22ΠJpEξkξ˚k qΠJ ´ΠJpEξkζ˚k qΠJpEζkξ˚k qΠJ
¯
x
ď }ΠJζk}22}ΠJpEξkξ˚k qΠJ} ` }ΠJpEξkζ˚k qΠJ}2
ď s rK2p1` θspEΨ˚Ψqq ` 1` θspErΨ˚Ψq.
Then, by [20, Theorem 6.25], we obtain (A.48).
PpX ě δq ď P
ˆ
mX ě mEX ` mδ
9
˙
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ď exp
¨˚
˝´
´
δ
9 ¨ m2sKĂK
¯2
2m
4sK2
´
1` θspEΨ˚Ψq ` 1`θspErΨ˚Ψq
sĂK2
¯
` 32δ9 ¨ m2sKĂK ` 2δ27 ¨ m2sKĂK
‹˛‚
“ exp
¨˝
´ mδ
2
6s rK ´27 rK ´1` θspEΨ˚Ψq ` 1`θspErΨ˚Ψq
sĂK2
¯
` 98δK
¯‚˛
ď exp
˜
´ mδ
2
1236s rK maxpK, rKq
¸
. (A.48)
Therefore, PpθsprΨ˚Ψq ě δq ď η holds provided that m satisfies
m ě C1δ´2
ˆ
K
a
2` θspEΨ˚Ψq ` rKb2` θspErΨ˚rΨq˙2
¨ spln sq2 lnn lnm
and
m ě C2δ´2 rK maxpK, rKqs lnpη´1q
for universal constants C1 and C2.
F. Proof of Theorem 3.4
Since Ψ “ AD, by the construction of A from pφωqωPΩ in (1.4), it follows that maxk,` |pΨqk,`| ď supω maxj |xφω, djy|;
hence, the incoherence property of Ψ is satisfied by the assumption. To invoke Corollary 3.2, it remains to show θspEΨ˚Ψq ď
K0. By the definition of θs, θspEΨ˚Ψq is rewritten as
θspEΨ˚Ψq “ max
«
max
|J|“s
}DJ˚EA˚ADJ} ´ 1, 1´ min|J|“sλnpDJ˚EA
˚ADJq
ff
. (A.49)
Let J be an arbitrary subset of rns with s elements. Then, it follows that
}DJ˚EA˚ADJ} ď }DJ˚}}EA˚A}}DJ}
“ }EA˚A}}DJ}2
ď νmax}ΦΦ˚}r1` δspDqs
ď νmaxr1` θdpΦΦ˚qsr1` δspDqs (A.50)
and
λnpDJ˚EA˚ADJq ě σnpDJ˚ qλnpEA˚AqσnpDJq
ě λnpEA˚AqλnpDJ˚DJq
ě νminλnpΦΦ˚qr1´ δspDqs
ě νminr1´ θnpΦΦ˚qsr1´ δspDqs. (A.51)
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Applying (A.50) and (A.51) to (A.49), we verify that K0 given in (3.13) is a valid upper bound on θspEΨ˚Ψq. This completes
the proof.
G. Proof of Theorem 3.5
First, we note that the mutual incoherence between pφωqωPΩ and pdjqjPrns is written as an operator norm given by
sup
ωPΩ
max
jPrns
|xφω, djy| “ }Φ˚D}`n1ÑL8pΩ,µq.
Similarly, the mutual incoherence between prφωqωPΩ and prdjqjPrns is written as
sup
ωPΩ
max
jPrns
|xrφω, rdjy| “ }Λ´1ν rΦ˚ rD}`n1ÑL8pΩ,µq
where Λ´1ν : L2pΩ, µq Ñ L2pΩ, µq is a diagonal operator defined by
pΛ´1ν hqpωq “ dµdν pωqhpωq, @h P L2pΩ, µq.
Then, }Λ´1ν rΦ˚ rD}`n1ÑL8pΩ,µq is upper bounded using K as follows:
}Λ´1ν rΦ˚ rD}`n1ÑL8pΩ,µq
“ }Λ´1ν Φ˚pΦΦ˚q´1DpD˚Dq´1}`n1ÑL8pΩ,µq
ď }Λ´1ν Φ˚DpD˚Dq´1}`n1ÑL8pΩ,µq
` }Λ´1ν Φ˚rpΦΦ˚q´1 ´ IdsDpD˚Dq´1}`n1ÑL8pΩ,µq
ď 1
νmin
}Φ˚D}`n1ÑL8pΩ,µq}pD˚Dq´1}`n1Ñ`n1
` 1
νmin
}Φ˚}`2ÑL8pΩ,µq}pΦΦ˚q´1 ´ Id}`d2Ñ`d2
¨ }D}`n1Ñ`d2 }pD˚Dq´1}`n1Ñ`n1
ď }pD
˚Dq´1}`n1Ñ`n1
νmin
«
K `
ˆ
sup
ωPΩ
}φω}`d2
˙
¨ θdpΦΦ
˚q
1´ θdpΦΦ˚q ¨
ˆ
max
jPrns
}dj}`d2
˙ff
. (A.52)
Let rK be the right hand side of (A.52). Then, we apply the incoherence parameters K and rK to Corollary 3.3. Since
ErΨ˚Ψ “ In, we have θspErΨ˚Ψq “ 0. Therefore, to obtain a condition on m, it only remains to bound θspEΨ˚Ψq and
θspErΨ˚rΨq.
In the proof of Theorem 3.4, we derived an upper bound on θspEΨ˚Ψq given by
θspEΨ˚Ψq ď maxp1´ νmin, νmax ´ 1q
` νmaxrδnpDq ` θdpΦΦ˚q ` δnpDqθdpΦΦ˚qs. (A.53)
This upper bound is tight in the sense that equality is achieved if θdpΦΦ˚q “ δnpDq “ 0, which holds, for example, for
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Fourier compressed sensing with signal sparsity over an orthonormal basis D.
Similarly, we derive an upper bound on θspErΨ˚rΨq. Recall that rD is written as
rD “ DpD˚Dq´1 “ DpD˚Dq´1{2pD˚Dq´1{2.
Therefore, it follows that
} rD} ď rλnpD˚Dqs´1{2 ď 1a
1´ δnpDq
(A.54)
and
σnp rDq ě rλ1pD˚Dqs´1{2 ě 1a
1` δnpDq
. (A.55)
Similarly, since rΦ is written as rΦ “ pΦΦ˚q´1Φ “ pΦΦ˚q´1{2pΦΦ˚q´1{2Φ,
it follows that
}rΦ} ď rλdpΦΦ˚qs´1{2 ď 1a
1´ θdpΦΦ˚q
(A.56)
and
λdprΦrΦ˚q ě rλ1pΦΦ˚qs´1{2 ě 1a
1` θdpΦΦ˚q
. (A.57)
Using eqs. (A.54) to (A.57), we derive upper and lower bounds on the eigenvalues of ErΨ˚rΨ as follows:
}ErΨ˚rΨ} ď } rD˚E rA˚ rA rD}
ď } rD˚}}E rA˚ rA}} rD}
“ }EA˚A}} rD}2
ď ν´1min}rΦ}2r1´ δnpDqs´1
ď ν´1minr1´ θdpΦΦ˚qs´1r1´ δnpDqs´1 (A.58)
and
λnpErΨ˚rΨq ě λnp rD˚E rA˚ rA rDq
ě σnp rD˚qλdpE rA˚ rAqσnp rDq
ě λdpE rA˚ rAqr1` δnpDqs´1
ě ν´1maxλdprΦrΦ˚qr1` δnpDqs´1
ě ν´1maxr1` θdpΦΦ˚qs´1r1` δnpDqs´1. (A.59)
Then, we derive an upper bound on θspErΨ˚rΨq using eqs. (A.58) and (A.59) as follows:
θspErΨ˚rΨq ď θnpErΨ˚rΨq
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“ maxr1´ λnpErΨ˚rΨq, }ErΨ˚rΨ} ´ 1s
ď max
!
1´ ν´1maxr1` δnpDqs´1r1` θdpΦΦ˚qs´1,
ν´1minr1´ δnpDqs´1r1´ θdpΦΦ˚qs´1 ´ 1
)
ď maxp1´ ν´1max, ν´1min ´ 1q
` ν´1min
#
δnpDq
1´ δnpDq `
θdpΦΦ˚q
1´ θdpΦΦ˚q
` δnpDqθdpΦΦ
˚q
r1´ δnpDqsr1´ θdpΦΦ˚qs
+
. (A.60)
Combining (A.53) and (A.60), we obtain
maxpθspEΨ˚Ψq, θspErΨ˚rΨqq
ď maxp1´ ν´1max, ν´1min ´ 1q
`maxpνmax, ν´1minq
#
1` δnpDq
1´ δnpDq
` θdpΦΦ
˚q
1´ θdpΦΦ˚q `
δnpDqθdpΦΦ˚q
r1´ δnpDqsr1´ θdpΦΦ˚qs
+
Applying this to Corollary 3.3 completes the proof.
H. Proof of Theorem 3.7
The proof of Theorem 3.7 is almost identical to that of Theorem 3.5. The mutual incoherence between prφωqωPΩ and pdjqjPrns
is bounded in terms of K by
sup
ωPΩ
max
jPrns
|xrφω, djy|
“ }Λ´1ν Φ˚pΦΦ˚q´1D}`n1ÑL8pΩ,µq
ď }Λ´1ν Φ˚D}`n1ÑL8pΩ,µq
` }Λ´1ν Φ˚rpΦΦ˚q´1 ´ IdsD}`n1ÑL8pΩ,µq
ď 1
νmin
}Φ˚D}`n1ÑL8pΩ,µq
` 1
νmin
}Φ˚}`d2ÑL8pΩ,µq}pΦΦ˚q´1 ´ Id}`d2Ñ`d2
¨ }D}`n1Ñ`d2
ď 1
νmin
«
K `
ˆ
sup
ωPΩ
}φω}`d2
˙
θdpΦΦ˚q
1´ θdpΦΦ˚q ¨
ˆ
max
jPrns
}dj}`d2
˙ff
. (A.61)
Let rK be the right hand side of (A.61). Then, we apply the incoherence parameters K and rK to Corollary 3.3. It remains to
bound θspEΨ˚Ψq and θspErΨ˚rΨq.
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In the proof of Theorem 3.4, we derived an upper bound on θspEΨ˚Ψq given by
θspEΨ˚Ψq ď maxp1´ νmin, νmax ´ 1q
` νmaxpδspDq ` θdpΦΦ˚q ` δspDqθdpΦΦ˚qq. (A.62)
Similarly to the proof of Theorem 1.10, θspErΨ˚rΨq is bounded by
θspErΨ˚rΨq ď max!1´ ν´1maxr1´ δspDqsr1` θdpΦΦ˚qs´1,
ν´1minr1` δspDqsr1´ θdpΦΦ˚qs´1 ´ 1
)
ď maxp1´ ν´1max, ν´1min ´ 1q ` ν´1min
¨
«
δspDq ` θdpΦΦ
˚q
1´ θdpΦΦ˚q `
δspDqθdpΦΦ˚q
1´ θdpΦΦ˚q
ff
. (A.63)
Then, (A.62) and (A.63) imply
maxpθspEΨ˚Ψq, θspErΨ˚rΨqq
ď maxp1´ ν´1max, ν´1min ´ 1q `maxpνmax, ν´1minq
¨
«
1` δspDq ` θdpΦΦ
˚q
1´ θdpΦΦ˚q `
δspDqθdpΦΦ˚q
1´ θdpΦΦ˚q
ff
. (A.64)
Applying (A.64) to Corollary 3.3 completes the proof.
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